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Sarmatian burialS with roman importS  
from wallachia

l i a n a  o ț a

Starting with the end of the 1st c. aD, the arrival of the Sarmatian communities in Wallachia (the area between the Danube 
river and the carpathian Mountains, bounded on the west by the olt river) and Moldavia (denomination that designates 
in this study the territory between the Prut river and the carpathian Mountains) is archaeologically attested. Sarmatian 
graves in Wallachia are dated to three stages, which represent as many moments of settlement of these communities 
in Wallachia: the late 1st c. aD and the first half of the 2nd c. aD; the late 2nd c. and the first half of the 3rd c. aD; the late 
3rd c. aD. From a total of around 270 Sarmatian graves in Wallachia, roman imports were discovered in 71 of them. The 
purpose of this discussion is not so much the typological analysis of the roman items, but rather the characteristics 
of the ritual and funerary inventory of the graves in which such items were deposited: territorial distribution, grave 
layout, corpse deposition, age and sex of the deceased, grave goods. Based on the typology of the roman objects, the 
hypothesis of trade is the most appropriate explanation for the way the roman products reached Sarmatian communities 
from Wallachia. The conclusion is that the Sarmatian burials with roman grave goods do not have particular features 
regarding the layout of the grave, the funerary ritual or the treatment of the inventory deposited compared to the rest 
of the graves in which no items produced on the roman territory were found. although, in some cases, the items from 
the roman empire can be counted among the status symbols used in the funerary ritual, it is nevertheless notable that 
they do not play this role in themselves, but in association with other features of the layout of the graves or the inventory.

keywords: Sarmatians, roman empire, Wallachia, burials, grave goods, roman products, 1st – 3rd c. aD.

The study of the roman objects found in Bar-
baricum is an important research direction, essen-
tial for understanding the relations between the 
roman empire and different populations located 
either closer or farther from its borders. Several 
monographs have already been written about the 
north-Pontic area, summarizing the roman discov-
eries in the region (Simonenko 2011; 2013; Simonenko/
Marčenko/Limberis 2008). at first sight, the useful-
ness of the following approach could be questioned 
judging from the point of view of the monographs 
mentioned above and considering that we are talk-
ing about the same population – the Sarmatians, 
and a geographically close area. however, a close 
look at the Sarmatian discoveries in Wallachia in-
dicates a different situation.

Starting with the end of the 1st c. aD, the arrival 
of the Sarmatian communities in Wallachia (the 
area between the Danube river and the carpathian 
mountains, bounded on the west by the olt river) 
and Moldavia (denomination that designates in 
this study the territory between the Prut river 
and the carpathian mountains) is archaeologically 
attested (Oța 2016, 129 – 138; Oța/Sîrbu 2010, 191 – 201; 
2016a, 261 – 284; 2016b, 212 – 214, 228 – 230; 2019a, 
151 – 154). The discoveries are not very numerous 
(around 220 in the territory west of the Prut river 
and around 270 in the area between the Danube 
and the carpathians), especially if we consider that 
they extend chronologically over a period of about 

two centuries and they are not evenly distributed 
territorially. The Sarmatian discoveries in Wallachia 
are concentrated mainly in the east, north-east and 
south of the region, less in the central and northern 
areas and appear only sporadically west of the limes 
transalutanus. in Moldavia, the discoveries attributed 
to the Sarmatians are grouped in the Jijia Plain, the 
Bârlad Plateau, the Tutova hills and the Siret Plain 
(Oța/Sîrbu 2016a, 262 – 265; 2016b, 212 – 214, 228 – 230; 
2019a, 151 – 154). Both Wallachia and Moldavia rep-
resent marginal areas compared to the vast space 
(Istvánovits/Kulcsár 2017, 1 – 14) inhabited by the 
populations generically designated by the ancient 
written sources as ‘Sarmatians’ (Olbrycht 2000, 
116 – 129; for doubts regarding the use of this term, 
see Dan 2017, 113; Mordvintseva 2013, 203 – 216; for 
the denominations Germania and Sarmatia as roman 
constructions see Lind 1991, 133, 138).

The study of the roman products is of particular 
importance in understanding the Sarmatian discov-
eries in Wallachia and Moldavia. These discoveries 
consist almost exclusively of graves, with very few 
exceptions represented by accidental discoveries or 
discoveries from systematic excavations which how-
ever had other objectives (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 94). The 
inventory of the graves is modest, consisting mainly 
of handmade or wheel-made pottery, adornment 
items (especially beads), less frequently weapons 
or mirrors (Bichir 1972, 145 – 166; 1977, 174 – 188; Oța/
Sîrbu 2009, 145 – 177; Sîrbu et al. 2014, 101 – 118). The 
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dating of the inventory items is difficult, because 
their typology does not vary much over time, and 
this is also why the chronology of the Sarmatian dis-
coveries in Wallachia and Moldavia has remained, 
for a long time, a very general one (2nd – 3rd c. aD; 
Bichir 1971, 280, 281; 1972, 166 – 169; 1977, 191 – 193). 
The resumption of the study of the roman imports 
found in Wallachia finally meant the opportunity 
to elaborate a more detailed chronology of some 
of the discoveries which were treated for a long 
time en bloc and to distinguish among them three 
chronological stages corresponding to the different 
times when the Sarmatian communities arrived in 
Wallachia: the end of the 1st c. aD – the first decades 
of the 2nd c. aD; the end of the 2nd c. and the first 
decades of the next century; the end of the 3rd c. aD 
(Oța 2016, 131 – 146; Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 178 – 183; 2013, 
292, 293; 2016b, 212, 213, 228, 229; 2019a, 151 – 157; 
Sîrbu et al. 2014, 121 – 133).

although geographically close and inhabited 
by the same populations, the regions between 
the carpathians and the Danube (Wallachia) and 
between the carpathians and the Prut (Moldavia) 
must be approached differently at least in terms of 
the Sarmatian discoveries (Oța/Sîrbu 2016b, 215 – 220, 
230 – 235), and this is why this study focuses only 
on the roman objects from the Sarmatian graves 
or the very few random discoveries in Wallachia. 
Behind certain common features are hidden many 
differences of detail, important for understanding 
the general or particular characteristics revealed 
by the discoveries in a certain region, and the case 
of the Sarmatians is a typical one. The indication 
of the great variety of populations that hid under 
the generic name of Sarmatians (name given on the 
basis of certain general features common to these 
populations) is due first and foremost to the ancient 
authors, and the term of ‘Sarmatians’ will be used 
with the same meaning in this paper: a generic term 
covering a diversity of tribes, which most likely had 
specific names, but which shared several common 
features (Oța 2018, 41; Oța/Sîrbu 2012, 128).

The roman objects found in Sarmatian cultural 
milieu from Wallachia were published in detail in 
two monographs (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 13 – 72; Sîrbu et al. 
2014, 15 – 91), and based on them several studies were 
written on the features of the Sarmatian graves in 

the mentioned region (Oța 2014 – 2015, 95 – 118; 2016, 
129 – 146; 2018, 41 – 61; Oța/Sîrbu 2012, 125 – 148; 2016a, 
261 – 280; 2016b, 205 – 235; 2019a, 149 – 157; Oța/Sîrbu/
Matei 2013, 325 – 352). however, a synthesis study on 
the items produced in the roman empire found in 
the Sarmatian graves in Wallachia represents a use-
ful approach.1 not only does this study gather data 
published so far in a disparate manner, but it also 
orders and completes them in an approach dedi-
cated especially to the roman products, following 
which the image of the relations between the roman 
empire and the Sarmatian communities around the 
Danubian limes will become better known.

From the outset, attention should be drawn to 
a limitation.2 in overwhelming proportion, the 
Sarmatian discoveries in Wallachia consist so far 
of graves and, because of a few reasons, the items 
deposited as funerary inventory provide only an in-
complete sequence. The first of these reasons is that 
we are dealing with only certain items belonging to 
the deceased or his family, which were intention-
ally selected by those who performed the funerary 
ritual (most likely relatives) in order to be removed 
from the everyday use (Forest 1998, 247) and buried 
in the grave. Most likely, the items deposited as 
funerary inventory do not cover the whole variety 
of objects used in the daily life (Brather 2008, 239; 
Roymans 2007, 479; Tuffreau-Libre 2000, 54), there-
fore the conclusions derived from the study of the 
funerary inventory can only be used with caution 
as a basis for certain assumptions about the way of 
life, the social organization or even the religious 
beliefs of the various populations. a second reason 
is related to the proportion in which a grave mir-
rors the social status, aspirations or achievements 
of the buried individual. in some cases, rather than 
a true reflection of the reality, one can speak of a real 
transformation (Härke 1994, 31 – 34; Pearce 2000, 5, 8) 
of the said reality, a reason for a family or for the 
person who performs the funerals, especially in the 
case of a usurpation, to display their status and to 
try to legitimize certain claims, by manipulating 
public opinion (Mordvintseva 2016, 390, 391). The 
third reason is represented by the inherent lack of 
uniformity of the funerary ritual. even in the ro-
man world, for which there are numerous literary 
or epigraphic sources, there is no uniform funerary 

1 The study i have published several years ago (Oța 2015a, 25 – 33) was a very general one, focusing only on some characteristics 
of the roman imports, mainly from north-eastern and southern Wallachia. The studies of A. Popa (2011; 2013) on the roman 
imports in the area between the carpathians and the Dniester are also general, as geographical area and the issues discussed. 
in the synthesis written by the same author, the discussion about the Sarmatians is a general one, focusing especially on 
the relation between what was defined as ‘Sarmatian’ culture and the Sarmatians as historically attested people (Popa 2015, 
43 – 46). Some of the roman grave goods from Sarmatian burials in Wallachia are mentioned in the chapter dedicated to 
archaeological discoveries from the area between the eastern carpathians, Dniester and lower Danube, but the discussion 
focuses especially on the typology of the items, not on the role they played in the graves.

2 For a more detailed discussion, see Oța/Sîrbu 2019b, in press.
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ritual for all its inhabitants, immutable over time. 
common to each family is only the obligation to 
bury their dead. otherwise, the way they did it was 
at their discretion, emphasizes J. Scheid (2008, 7). 
The variety of the funerary rituals must be even 
greater in the case of a population that has never 
developed a state (Kradin 2000, 426 – 431; 2002, 371, 
372, 375; 2014, 14 – 17; Rogers 2007, 250, 251, 257) ca-
pable of imposing certain general rules valid for all 
its subjects. Moreover, written accounts about the 
Sarmatian funerals are missing, which accounts 
could have allowed a comparison between what was 
left of a ritual (the grave is only the often incomplete 
result of a ceremonial that could in fact have lasted 
several days and could have involved a succession 
of acts, gestures and behaviors, and from which 
the funerary structure could only render quite 
little information – Février 1987, 81; Parker-Pearson 
1999, 1 – 3) and the written record, even partial, of 
certain funerals.

given that the Sarmatian communities from Wal-
lachia are so far archaeologically known to us only 
through the graves (not much data can be deduced 
from the few discoveries which do not represent 

burials, since most are accidental discoveries, with-
out a clear archeological context), we can only try to 
use this data with all the caution dictated by their 
incomplete and subjective nature.

From a total of around 270 Sarmatian graves in 
Wallachia (Fig. 1), roman imports were discovered 
in 71 of them (representing 26.29%). By roman 
import3 i understood any item manufactured in 
a province of the roman empire, which arrived 
in the Sarmatian environment from Wallachia, 
within the chronological frame of the early ro-
man age, more precisely 1st – 3rd centuries aD (Oța/
Sîrbu 2009, 168, 169; see also Krekovič 1987, 275 for 
the definition of roman imports in Slovakia and 
Lund-Hansen 1987, 13 for northern europe). Most 
of these products arrived in Barbaricum by trade, 
but in certain particular cases other means, such 
as robbery, diplomatic gift, subsidies, payment of 
mercenaries, even souvenirs, should be taken into 
account, at least for other areas (Laser/von Schnurbein 
1994, 2; Meyer 2013, 58, 70, 71; Popa 2015, 184 – 188; 
Vaday 2005, 10 – 13).

although i tried to make the distinction when 
possible, it is not completely excluded that some of 

Fig. 1. roman objects in Sarmatian milieu from Wallachia. legend: a – Sarmatian graves; b – Sarmatian graves with 
roman objects; c – roman objects with unknown context; d – roman fortifications; e – legionary forts (map support 

provided by Mihai Florea, SrTM-30; mapping by liana oța).

3 A.Vaday (2005, 17) believes it would be more appropriate to talk about roman ‘exports’ than about roman imports.
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the analyzed items were not products of the roman 
workshops, but of the north-Pontic ones. given the 
fact that starting with the seventh decade of the 1st c. 
aD the roman domination expanded also over the 
north of the Black Sea (Ferrary 2007, 324; Petolescu 
2000, 48), the inclusion of such products among the 
roman imports in the broad sense explained above, 
is not, however, a mistake. What i excluded are the 
items of north-Pontic origin that were, most likely, 
brought by the Sarmatians to Wallachia from their 
areas of origin. a legitimate question would be how 
we can make such a distinction between the items 
brought by the Sarmatians from the north-Pontic 
areas and the roman products acquired after their 
arrival in Wallachia. i have supposed that items of 
north-Pontic origin found in some early Sarmatian 
graves most probably were brought in Wallachia 
by the Sarmatians as part of their traditional attire. 
These items are not testimonies of establishing cer-
tain relations of the Sarmatian communities with 
the roman empire in the new area in which they 
made their presence archaeologically felt, but they 
must be related to the costume and fashion in the 
areas of origin (Vaday 2005, 15). The discontinuance 
in the supply of products from the area of origin 
and their replacement with roman products had 
as a consequence the change in a relatively short 
time (visible changes sometimes starting even with 
the second generation), of the originary costume 
attested in the new areas where Sarmatians settled 
(Vaday/Istvánovits/Kulcsár 1989, 111).

however, it should be noted from the beginning 
that not all the Sarmatian funerary structures in 
Wallachia have been published. out of the 36 graves 
attributed to the Sarmatians at Târgșor (Ciupercă/
Măgureanu/Anton 2015, 777) only 18 were published 
(Diaconu 1963, 324 – 336; 1965, 19 – 29), while for the 
remaining 18 there are only mentions, among which 
the existence of three roman vessels deposited as 
funerary inventory (Niculescu 2003, 193 – 195). The 
presence of beads and pendants (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 37, 
38, nos. 11, 12) in the inventory of one of the Sarma-
tian graves at chirnogi-Terasa rudarilor (group of 
eight burials) or chirnogi-Șuvița iorgulescu (one 
structure; Situri 1983 – 1992, 33) could be an indica-
tion of the presence of other unpublished roman 
items. however, given the fact that the aforemen-
tioned Sarmatian graves were discovered earlier 
(chirnogi in 1988 and 1989, and Târgșor before 2003) 
and are still unpublished, we can attempt to make 
a synthesis with the existing data. given that the 
material already published preponderates over the 
unpublished one, it is difficult to believe that the 
observations and conclusions will change radically.

i have excluded the three roman vessels from 
Târgșor from the present synthesis, because i do 

not know if they represent as many different graves 
or if some of them were associated in the inventory 
of the same grave. however, i took into account 
the typology of the three vessels (mug, bowl and 
handled pot) and, where possible, more precisely 
when discussing the typology and chronology of 
the roman objects, i also made references to these 
findings. on the other hand, even if no additional 
data was published about the inventory of the grave 
at chirnogi besides the existence of beads and 
pendants, given that the respective items are illus-
trated, i have introduced the mentioned funerary 
structure in the analysis undertaken, with all due 
reservations. i have also excluded from among the 
published graves g. 205 at Târgșor (Diaconu 1963, 
325, 330, 334; 1965, 21, 25, 28), in which the only item 
likely to be classified among the roman objects, the 
amber bead, was in fact discovered in a robbery 
pit, which raises questions about its belonging to 
the grave goods. g. 3 from Smeeni-Movila Mare 
(Bichir 1972, 156; 1977, 184; Frînculeasa et al. 2017, 
55; Simache/Teodorescu 1962, 270 – 280) was also 
not discussed, because the reference in the initial 
publication of a bell in the inventory of the grave 
is under question and there are still reservations 
even after the monographic publication, as the item 
could not be found.

The purpose of this discussion is not so much 
the typological analysis of the roman items (since 
many of them have already been published, with 
the corresponding analogies – Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 13 – 72; 
Sîrbu et al. 2014, 15 – 91), but rather the characteristics 
of the ritual and funerary inventory of the graves 
in which such items were deposited. The reason 
for this choice is that, in the absence of settlements, 
the discussion on the Sarmatian communities in 
Wallachia should be carried out on the basis of the 
available information, which consists almost ex-
clusively of funerary findings, therefore it must be 
verified which is the place occupied by these burials 
in which roman items were deposited as part of 
the Sarmatian funerary customs, more precisely if 
they are characterized by other particular features 
than by the deposit of roman products. equally 
significant is the treatment of the roman items in 
relation to the rest of the funerary inventory.

only a small number of roman objects repre-
sents stray finds: the mugs from oltenița-renie and 
ulmeni, the ring from oltenița-renie, the bronze 
casserole and the glass unguentarium from ulmeni. 
unfortunately, it is impossible to know for sure 
whether all these finds or a part of them belonged 
to graves destroyed by modern irrigation works 
(Bichir 1972, 166; 1977, 191, although the authors 
who published for the first time the three vessels 
from ulmeni – Morintz/Ionescu 1968, 109 – avoided 
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making any assumption), and so, the data on these 
discoveries can only be useful when discussing the 
typology of the roman items found in Wallachia.

The FunerarY riTe anD riTual  
oF The SarMaTian graveS  

FroM Wallachia conTaining  
roMan grave gooDS

it is not known whether g. 2 from călărași4 and 
the funerary structure from chirnogi represent 
isolated burials or they belong to a group of graves. 
14 of the 69 remaining graves represent isolated 
bu rials and 55 graves were found in 22 groups 
of graves, while their proportion within the 
group (Tab le 1) vary between a presence of 100% 
(ulmeni) and 16.66% (Păuleasca and lișcoteanca-
Movila olarului). in nine groups, the percentage 
of the graves with roman products ranges between 
16.66% and 30% (Păuleasca and lișcoteanca-Movila 
olarului with 16.66%, oltenița-renie with 18.75%, 
grădiștea, călărași g. 7 – 10 and Dorobanțu with 
20%, râmnicelu with 25%, Bucu and Buzău-sud 
with 28.57%). in six groups there are percentages 

between 30 and 40% (Jilava, Smeeni-Movila Mare, 
Spiru haret and ciulnița with 33.3%, Târgșor 
with – so far – 38.88%, Brăila-hipodrom with 40%) 
and only in seven groups were found percentages 
between 50 and 100%, as follows: 50% in four cases 
(lișcoteanca-Moș Filon, Tichilești, vlad țepeș and 
oltenița-Puțul de cărămidă), 66.6% in one case 
(gălățui), 70% in one case (largu) and 100% also 
in one case (ulmeni). The groups of Sarmatian 
graves in Wallachia have varied numbers, between 
a minimum of two and a maximum of 16 burials, 
however it is worth noting the tendency that – in 
the case of large groups (with more than 10 bu-
rials) – the number of funerary structures in which 
roman items were deposited is rather low (16.66% 
in lișcoteanca-Movila olarului, 18.75% in oltenița-
renie, 20% in grădiștea, 25% in râmnicelu, 28.57% 
in Bucu, 38.88% in Târgșor), with the two exceptions 
which are largu (70%) and ulmeni (100%). a first 
observation that emerges from the comparison of 
these percentages is that of a low overall presence 
of the roman items deposited as grave goods, 
regardless of whether all the Sarmatian burials in 
Wallachia or only the graves of a single group are 
taken into account. it cannot be known whether this 

4 For the bibliographical references on each grave, see the catalogue, at the end of this study.

No. Group of graves Number of graves 
with Roman products Total number of graves Percentage of graves 

with Roman products

1. Ulmeni 5 5 100.00%

2. Largu 7 10 70.00%

3. Gălățui 2 3 66.60%

4. Lișcoteanca-Moș Filon 3 6 50.00%

5. Tichilești 2 4 50.00%

6. Vlad Țepeș 1 2 50.00%

7. Oltenița-Puțul de cărămidă 1 2 50.00%

8. Brăila-Hipodrom 2 5 40.00%

9. Târgșor 7 18 published 38.88%

10. Jilava 1 3 33.30%

11. Smeeni-Movila Mare 1 3 33.30%

12. Ciulnița 2 6 33.30%

13. Spiru Haret 1 3 33.30%

14. Buzău-sud 2 minimum 7 28.57%

15. Bucu 4 14 28.57%

16. Râmnicelu 4 16 25.00%

17. Grădiștea 2 10 20.00%

18. Călărași G. 7–10 1 5 20.00%

19. Dorobanțu 1 5 20.00%

20. Oltenița-Renie 3 16 18.75%

21. Lișcoteanca-Movila Olarului 2 12 16.66%

22. Păuleasca 1 6 16.66%

Table 1. The percentage of graves with roman products in the groups of Sarmatian graves.
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low percentage of roman objects is only a feature 
of the funerary inventory or it reflects the same 
situation in the case of the settlements. Therefore, 
no hypothesis can be advanced at the moment as 
to the cause of this low presence of roman items 
in the graves (either consequence of a low inflow 
of roman products in the Sarmatian communities 
in Wallachia, or symbol of a high value of these 
items, which is why they are not removed from 
the daily life).

regardless of whether they are isolated or part of 
groups, most of the graves with roman objects are 
flat (43), 14 are burials arranged in tells (from the 
groups found at lișcoteanca-Moș Filon, lișcoteanca-
Movila olarului, râmnicelu, Spiru haret, gălățui, 
Dridu-tell, Sudiți), and seven graves (all from the 
same group – largu) were discovered in sand 
dunes. The number of tumular burials is low – only 
six, of which five are secondary (Mohreanu, Jilava 
g. 2, ciulnița g. 1 and g. 4, Smeeni-Movila Mare 
g. 2) and a main one (vitănești). There is no such 
data about the funerary structure at chirnogi.

usually, only one deceased was put in a grave, 
with the exception of g. 1 in ciulnița, where two 
deceased, male and female, were buried together.5

unfortunately, the orientation of the deceased 
individuals is not known for 15 burials, either 
because it could no longer be determined due to 
the destruction of the grave, or because it was 
not published. For the remaining 56 graves, the 
orientation predominates in the n – S direction 
(44 burials), while orientations such as nW – Se 
(four cases: Brăila-liceu, Bucu g. 14, grădiștea g. 19, 
lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3), ne – SW (one grave: 
ciulnița g. 4), e – W (four cases: Brăila-hipodrom 
g. 2, g. 3, râmnicelu g. 9. Smeeni-Movila Mare 
g. 2) or W – e (three burials: lișcoteanca-Moș Filon 
g. 6, râmnicelu g. 5, ulmeni g. 5) are sporadic. 
The explanation is related to the general tendency 
observed in the areas of Wallachia where the Sar-
matian discoveries were concentrated. The orienta-
tion on the n – S direction is predominant both in 
the Sarmatian funerals in Wallachia as a whole, as 
well as in the various regions. The weight of the 
exceptions (orientations on the e – W, W – e or S – n 
directions) is overall small, but attention should be 
drawn to the higher frequency of these exceptions 
in the case of the graves found in the north-east 
and east of Wallachia, more precisely Brăila Plain 
(Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 140, 141) and Buzău area, compared 
to the south of Wallachia. The seven graves with 
roman items oriented e – W or W – e are found 
exclusively in the east and north-east of Wallachia, 

with the sole exception of g. 5 from ulmeni, found 
in the south of Wallachia.

in the two monographs published so far about 
the Sarmatian discoveries in the Brăila Plain and 
in southern Wallachia we have tried to number the 
positions of the deceased individuals in order to see 
if there are certain rules regarding the deposition 
of the deceased (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 141 – 143; Sîrbu et al. 
2014, 96 – 98). Drawing attention to the unexpectedly 
large number in which the position of the deceased 
individuals was not known, especially in southern 
Wallachia (72 graves out of a total of 121, compared 
to only 42 burials for which the positions of the de-
ceased individuals are known – Sîrbu et al. 2014, 96, 
97), the conclusion was that of the predominance of 
the body laid out in dorsal position, with arms and 
legs straight. The aforementioned position also pre-
dominates in the graves with roman objects (35 bu-
rials). With the exception of the body laid out in dorsal 
position, with the palms on the pelvis, discovered in 
three graves with roman items (lișcoteanca-Moș 
Filon g. 6, lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 7, Dridu-
tell g. 2), in the case of the other 11 graves we can 
only speak of positions recorded just once: dorsal 
position, with palms on the chest (lișcoteanca-Moș 
Filon g. 3); dorsal position, with the right arm bent 
from the elbow and oriented to the skull (râmnicelu 
g. 9); dorsal position, with the right palm on the fe-
mur and left arm stretched, with the palm under the 
pelvis (lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 1); lying on the back, 
with both arms along the body and legs bent from the 
knee and fallen to the right, which might suggest an 
initial lying down with the legs bent and the knees 
up (Târgșor g. 200); dorsal position, with left leg bent, 
right one stretched and both arms straight (grădiștea 
g. 11); supine position, with right leg bent, the left one 
stretched, both arms straight (Tichilești g. 2); lying 
on the back, with arms straight, left femur put across 
the right one (gălățui g. 3); dorsal position, left arm 
stretched and the right arm bent, with the palm to 
the head (Măriuța g. 2/2009); lying on the right side, 
with arms and legs stretched (râmnicelu g. 3); lying 
on the right side, with the right arm stretched, left one 
bent, with palm on the pelvis and the legs bent from 
the knee and fallen to the right (Păuleasca g. 57); 
lying on the left side, with both legs bent from the 
knees, forming a rhomb, left arm straight, right arm 
bent, palm laterally placed, at some distance from the 
body (Mohreanu). unfortunately, the observation of 
the large number of cases in which the data on the 
burial position of the individuals is absent remains 
valid also in the case of the graves with roman items 
(22 graves).

5 only the woman buried in the double grave from ciulnița has roman objects as grave goods, and this is the reason why 
i have considered, for the present discussion, this double grave as a single case.
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leaving aside the 23 burials for which the age 
of the deceased individuals is unknown or could 
not be determined6, the roman items were rather 
deposited in graves of adults (32 graves: gălățui 
g. 3, lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 1, g. 6, lișcoteanca-
Movila olarului g. 7, Măriuța g. 2/2009, Mohreanu, 
oltenița-renie g. 9, Păuleasca g. 57, Tichilești g. 2, 
g. 4, Brăila-hipodrom g. 2, g. 3, Brăila-liceu, Bucu 
g. 8, g. 10, g. 14, chiscani-sat, Târgșor g. 184, g. 198, 
g. 200, g. 206, g. 228, g. 253, g. 267, vitănești g. 2, 
Smeeni-Movila Mare g. 2, largu g. 5, g. 6, g. 7, g. 8, 
Buzău-sud g. 2, ciulnița g. 1 B), to which are added 
the three graves (Dridu-tell g. 2, grădiștea g. 11, 
largu g. 1) belonging to female adolescents (in the 
case of the Sarmatian communities in Wallachia, 
female adolescents do not differ from the adults 
from the point of view of the funerary ritual and 
the grave goods – Oța/Sîrbu/Matei 2013, 334, 335). 13 
graves (grădiștea g. 19, lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3, 
lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 13, râmnicelu g. 3, 
g. 5, g. 9, Spiru haret g. 1, Bucu g. 7, ulmeni g. 4, 
g. 5, Jilava g. 2, largu g. 2, ciulnița g. 4) belonged 
to children (meaning 25%) out of a total of 48 burials 
with roman items for which data on the age of the 
deceased individuals are known.

although the very high percentage (46, which 
means 64.78%) of the graves with roman items for 
which the sex of the buried individuals is unknown 
is discouraging, it is worth mentioning, however, 
that in 19 graves were buried women (Dridu-tell 
g. 2, gălățui g. 3, grădiștea g. 11, Bucu g. 8, 
chiscani-sat, călărași g. 7, căscioarele, Târgșor 
g. 184, g. 198, g. 200, ulmeni g. 3, vitănești g. 2, 
Smeeni-Movila Mare g. 2, largu g. 1, g. 7, luciu, 
oltenița-renie g. 7, gălățui g. 4, ciulnița g. 1 B), 
and only six deceased were men (lișcoteanca-Moș 
Filon g. 1, lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 7, Brăila-
hipodrom g. 2, Bucu g. 10, largu g. 6, Buzău-sud 
g. 2). however, the assumption that the roman 
grave goods characterize ‘female’ burials rather 
than ‘male’ burials cannot be supported with con-
vincing arguments at this stage of research. it is 
rather a general tendency observed in the case of the 
Sarmatian burials in Wallachia, which is: given that 
an anthropological analysis was carried out only 
for relatively few graves, it is much more difficult 
to suppose, based on the funerary inventory, which 
graves belonged to male individuals compared to 
which graves belonged to female individuals. The 
explanation is related to a possible standardization 
of the inventory of men’s graves, which makes the 

items deposited less varied compared to the items 
found in graves that can be attributed to women, 
at least in the case of Wallachia (Oța/Sîrbu/Matei 
2013, 335).

i have already drawn attention that the Sar-
matian discoveries are not evenly distributed 
throughout the territory of Wallachia, but only 
cover certain areas (Fig. 1). Most of the graves, 
121, are concentrated in the southern and south-
eastern areas of Wallachia, of which roman 
products were discovered in 30 graves (which 
means a fairly small percentage of only 24.79%). 
in eight graves out of the total of 30, the funerary 
inventory consisted exclusively of roman items. 
however, if we take into account only the sites 
where Sarmatian graves with roman items were 
registered, one can observe that out of a total of 
42 sites with Sarmatian discoveries in the south 
of Wallachia, graves with roman objects were 
found in 19 sites (45.23%). The observation regard-
ing the low number of roman items deposited as 
inventory in the Sarmatian graves in Wallachia 
does not change radically, but it is amended by 
a relatively uniform territorial distribution, a fact 
also confirmed by the existence of four groups of 
graves in which the percentage of burials with 
roman grave goods ranges between 100 and 50% 
(ulmeni, gălățui, vlad țepeș, oltenița-Puțul de 
cărămidă). only in the case of one large groups 
of burials (oltenița-iordoc with eight burials) 
are the roman grave goods completely absent. 
The other groups of graves without roman items 
have a small number of burials (between two and 
four), although it is not excluded that this absence 
is in fact due to the way in which some of these 
groups were published (oltenița-coada lupului, 
oltenița-valea Mare, Sultana), in which case the 
only certain group without roman discoveries 
would remain cetatea veche, with two burials. 
The observation of the low number of roman items 
deposited as funerary inventory, however still dis-
tributed relatively evenly from the territorial point 
of view, noted in the case of the southern area of 
Wallachia, remains valid for the east and north-
east areas of Wallachia: from a total of 99 graves, 
32 contained roman items (32.32%), of which eight 
(10 if the graves with partially recovered inventory 
were added) contained exclusively roman objects. 
however, out of 28 sites, in 16 (57.14%) were found 
graves with roman items, and the groups that did 
not contain roman items have a small number 

6 Due to the few anthropological determinations, the age of the majority of the individuals buried in Sarmatian graves from 
Wallachia remains unknown. Sometimes, a closer look at the published pictures or drawings helps estimating if they are 
adults or children (for details, see Oța 2018, 41 – 46, tab. 3; 4). in the absence of anthropological analyzes, the deposition of 
a dagger or sword could be a clue that these are adult graves, because, at least for the Sarmatian graves in Wallachia or Mol-
davia, such weapons were never found in children graves.
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Fig. 2. roman pottery. 1 – 3, 5 – mugs; 4 – cup; 6 – pot. 1, 2 – Brăila-hipodrom g. 3 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 3 – Măriuța 
g. 2/2009 (after Sîrbu et al. 2014); 4, 6 – Brăila-liceu (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 5 – Sudiți (courtesy of Sebastian Matei, Buzău 

county Museum).
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Fig. 3. roman pottery. 1 – jug; 2 – pitcher; 3 – bowl; 4 – cup; 5 – bronze casserole. 1 – lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 1 (after 
Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 2 – lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 7 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 3 – râmnicelu g. 14 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 

4 – gura ialomiței (after Sîrbu et al. 2014); 5 – ulmeni (after Bichir 1977). Scale: a – 1 – 4; b – 5.
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of burials (three groups of burials, with a total 
of eight graves: lișcoteanca-Movila din baltă, 
Jugureanu, cireșu). The percentage of graves with 
roman objects from the central-northern area of 
Wallachia is similar to that of the other areas, south 
and east (eight graves out of a total of 23, therefore 
34.78%, of which one with inventory consisting 
only of beads), and the two groups of burials have 
comparable percentages of graves with roman 
items (38.8% in Târgșor, with the amendment that 
the analysis took into account only the published 
graves, and 33.3% in Jilava). The fourth area with 
Sarmatian discoveries of Wallachia is the west 
one, between the two lines of roman fortifications 
known as limes alutanus and limes transalutanus, 
where only five Sarmatian graves are known, of 
which one (20%) with roman imports.

roman grave goods

The typology of the roman objects found in the 
graves and the accidental discoveries attributed to 
the Sarmatians in Wallachia is not very varied.

The roman ceramic vessels were deposited in 
22 graves out of the 71 burials with roman items. 
The typology of the 29 ceramic vessels (27 deposited 
in graves and two that were not found in graves) 
shows that the most widespread import vessels 
were the mugs (11 burials: Brăila-hipodrom g. 3 – 
Fig. 2: 1, grădiștea g. 19, Măriuța g. 2/2009 – Fig. 2: 3, 
ulmeni g. 2, g. 4, Buzău-sud g. 2 and destroyed 
grave, luciu, Sudiți – Fig. 2: 5, possibly also Brăila-
hipodrom g. 2 and Bucu g. 14, which are added 
by the discoveries in ulmeni and oltenița-renie, 
which were not found in graves), followed, in de-

Fig. 4. roman pottery. 1 – 3 – jugs; 4 – bowl. 1 – ulmeni g. 3 (after Sîrbu et al. 2014); 2 – luciu (courtesy of Sebastian Matei, 
Buzău county Museum); 3 – Bucu g. 7 (after Rența 2000); 4 – Bucu g. 10 (after Rența 2000).
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Fig. 5. 1 – 3 – roman beads; 4 – amphora. 1 – Tichilești g. 4 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 2 – Spiru haret g. 1 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 
3 – Tichilești g. 2 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 4 – viespești (after Oța/Sîrbu/Grosu 2012). Scale: a – 1 – 3; b – 4.
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scending order, by jugs (four cases: lișcoteanca-Moș 
Filon g. 1 – Fig. 3: 1, ulmeni g. 3 – Fig. 4: 1, Bucu 
g. 7 – Fig. 4: 3, and luciu – Fig. 4: 2), bowls (three: 
râmnicelu g. 14 – Fig. 3: 3, Bucu g. 10 – Fig. 4: 4, 
one grave in Târgșor), pots (three: Brăila-liceu – Fig. 
2: 6, Jilava g. 2, one grave in Târgșor), cups (two: 
Brăila-liceu – Fig. 2: 4, and gura ialomiței – Fig. 3: 4), 
amphoras (two: vitănești g. 2 and viespești – Fig. 
5: 4) and pitchers (two: lișcoteanca-Movila olarului 

g. 7 – Fig. 3: 2 and one grave in Târgșor). The rule of 
depositing only one roman vessel in a grave knows 
two exceptions: Brăila-liceu (where two such ves-
sels were discovered, pot and cup, the latter being 
used as a lid) and luciu (roman mug and roman 
jug, associated with a Dacian bowl).

The vessels manufactured from materials other 
than ceramic are few. The bronze casserole (Fig. 3: 5) 
and the glass unguentarium (Fig. 6: 6) from ulmeni 

Fig. 6. 1 – 5 – roman metal objects; 6 – glass objects. 1, 2 – Mohreanu (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 3 – ulmeni g. 1 (after Sîrbu 
et al. 2014); 4 – râmnicelu g. 14 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 5 – lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 6 – ulmeni 

(after Morintz/Ionescu 1968). Without scale – 6.
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7 The same observation of a supposed large-scale manufacturing of glass bracelets, but with the lack of concrete evidence of 
glass workshops during latène period was made for the lower rhine region, for example (Roymans 2007, 485).

8 assumption supported by the association between beads and pendants.
9 unlike other graves containing beads whose material was not specified, which were excluded, the beads found in g. 2 from 

ulmeni were considered as roman items. The main reason consists in the fact that, although the material from which the 
beads were made was not specified in the description of the grave, only beads made of amber, glass or metal were mentioned 
in the inventory of the burials found in ulmeni (Morintz/Ionescu 1968, 110; 1970, 41). The probability that the beads from g. 2 
are roman products is high, given the frequency of roman objects at ulmeni.

are accidental discoveries about which it cannot be 
said with certainty whether or not they originate 
from destroyed graves. at first glance, the number 
of funerary structures in which glass vessels were 
discovered amounts to two, but a careful analysis 
shows that, in fact, none of these burials is exempt 
from doubts. The fragments of glass vessels in g. 2 
from vitănești do not belong to the original inven-
tory of the grave, but to the medieval robbers, so 
that they can be rightly excluded from among the 
roman grave goods. a glass vessel is mentioned in 
the inventory of g. 7 from oltenița-renie (Morintz/
Ionescu 1968, 100, 101; 1970, 39, 43, 45), but the photo 
to which reference is made in the text is that of the 
unguentarium from ulmeni, so that a confusion be-
tween the two sites cannot be excluded. however, 
despite the doubts, i have decided to keep the men-
tion of a glass vessel in the inventory of the g. 7 
from oltenița-renie, for two reasons. The first is that 
the authors of the discovery specify a glass vessel 
among the grave goods of g. 7 from oltenița-renie 
in both studies in which they published the discov-
eries from oltenița (Morintz/Ionescu 1968, 100; 1970, 
39). a glass vessel of the same type is also recorded 
in the inventory of a Sarmatian grave found in the 
region between the carpathians and the Prut, more 
precisely in g. 14 from isaiia (Ursulescu/Kogălniceanu 
2002 – 2004, 33, 34), and this is another reason why 
the mention of the glass vessel in g. 7 from oltenița-
renie should not be rejected a priori.

apparently, the number of graves in which 
adornment items were discovered is a large one 
(55 graves out of 71). The appearance is due to the 
fact that beads made of glass or amber were found 
in all the 55 graves, alone or in association with 
other adornment items. Two observations should 
be made from the beginning regarding the above-
mentioned types of beads. The exclusively roman 
origin of the glass beads has long been called into 
question (Laser/Voß 1994, 7) and is still a topic of 
debate. however, attention should be drawn to the 
fact that the archaeological evidence of a possible 
production of glass beads in the Barbaricum is still 
absent, at least for the early roman period (Meyer 
2013, 61, 62, 70; Tempelmann-Mączyńska 1985, 108, 
133, 134).7 Judging strictly from a geographical 
perspective and knowing all of the grave goods 
from the Sarmatian graves in Wallachia, it is dif-

ficult to assume that these communities procured 
such adornments elsewhere than from the roman 
markets, thus explaining the frequency of deposit-
ing glass beads in the graves. given that evidence 
of glassware workshops in the Dacian environment 
is absent, the glass beads must have been brought 
from other more remote regions, which would have 
increased their value, including if used as funerary 
inventory. on the contrary, at least in the case of the 
Sarmatians in Wallachia, the glass beads are some 
of the most widespread grave goods, including in 
graves of children, being often the only inventory 
in a burial. although the source of raw material for 
the amber beads originates from northern europe, 
at least during the first three centuries aD, their 
processing was carried out in roman workshops, 
of which the most famous were those from aquileia 
or the present-day cologne (Przybyła/Rydzewska 
2019, 168).

returning to the functionality of the beads, if 
we look carefully at the position of the beads in 
the graves, we can see that one can speak of the 
beads worn as adornments, more precisely neck-
laces or bracelets, only in 33 cases: Brăila-liceu, 
chiscani-sat (Fig. 7: 5), grădiștea g. 11 (Fig. 7: 2, 6), 
lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3 (Fig. 8: 2, 3), g. 6 (Fig. 
8: 7), lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 13, râmnicelu 
g. 3 (Fig. 8: 5, 8), g. 5 (Fig. 8: 1, 4, 6), g. 9, Spiru haret 
g. 1 (Fig. 5: 2), Tichilești g. 2 (Fig. 5: 3), g. 4 (Fig. 5: 
1), Măriuța g. 2/2009 (Fig. 7: 3, 4), ulmeni g. 3, g. 4, 
Bucu g. 8, călărași g. 7 (Fig. 7: 1), gălățui g. 3, 
oltenița-renie g. 1, unirea, Dridu-tell g. 2, largu 
g. 1, g. 2, g. 7, Târgșor g. 184, g. 198, g. 206, g. 267, 
ciulnița g. 1 B, possibly also râmnicelu g. 14, 
căscioarele, chirnogi, and largu g. 5.8 For the re-
maining cases either the position of the beads was 
unknown (nine graves: grădiștea g. 19, Mohreanu, 
ulmeni g. 1, g. 29, g. 5, călărași g. 2, oltenița-Puțul 
de cărămidă g. 1, ulmu, Păuleasca g. 57), or it can 
be assumed that the beads only decorated the attire 
or the accessories, which means that they rather fall 
into the category of the dress accessories (11 cases: 
Bucu g. 10, ciulnița g. 4, gălățui g. 4, vitănești 
g. 2, oltenița-renie g. 7, g. 9, vlad țepeș g. 2, 
largu g. 6, g. 8, Smeeni-Movila Mare g. 2, Târgșor 
g. 200, g. 253, to which could be added g. 228 from 
Târgșor, where the beads were found near the feet, 
but in a robbery pit). adornments made of beads 
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Fig. 7. roman beads. 1 – călărași g. 7 (after Sîrbu et al. 2014); 2, 6 – grădiștea g. 11 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 3, 4 – Măriuța 
g. 2/2009 (after Sîrbu et al. 2014); 5 – chiscani-sat (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009).
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and attire decorated with beads were found in 
13 graves (grădiștea g. 11, Măriuța g. 2/2009, ul-
meni g. 3, Bucu g. 8, gălățui g. 3, Dridu-tell g. 2, 
largu g. 1, g. 2, g. 7, Târgșor g. 184, g. 198, g. 267, 
ciulnița g. 1 B). usually, the beads were worn as 
adornments or they were dress accessories, which 
means that they were not intentionally deposited 
as grave goods, but their presence is rather owed to 
the close connection with the body of the deceased 
(Berg 2002, 15, 16). There are however two cases in 
which the beads were not only worn by the deceased 
individuals as adornments or dress decorations, but 

they were intentionally deposited as grave goods in 
ceramic vessels (călărași g. 7 and Târgșor g. 184). 
it is also worth mentioning the association in two 
cases (Bucu g. 10 and largu g. 6) of the beads with 
weapons, which could prove that sometimes even 
the male accessories, most probably belts (Vaday/
Istvánovits/Kulcsár 1989, 112), were decorated with 
one bead (made of bronze, found near the left 
forearm at Bucu and made of glass, in the right 
shoulder area, at largu).

apart from the beads, the adornment items of 
roman origin found in the Sarmatian graves in 

Fig. 8. roman beads. 1, 4, 6 – râmnicelu g. 5 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 2, 3 – lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 
5, 8 – râmnicelu g. 3 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 7 – lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 6 (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 9 – vitănești g. 2 (after 

Sîrbu et al. 2014). Scale: a – 1 – 8; b – 9.
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Fig. 9. roman metal objects. 1 – chiscani-sat (after Oța/Sîrbu 2009); 2 – 4 – luciu (after Drâmbocianu 1974); 5 – ciulnița 
g. 1B (after Sîrbu et al. 2014); 6 – călărași g. 7 (after Rența 2016); 7 – Bucu g. 8 (after Rența 2000); 8, 9 – căscioarele (after 

Morintz 1960). Scale: a – 1, 3–9; b – 2.
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Wallachia consist of a bronze earring (grădiștea 
g. 19), a gold pendant (râmnicelu g. 14 – Fig. 6: 4) 
and bronze bells (Nowakowski 1988, 111 – 114), found 
in five graves: ulmeni g. 3, căscioarele (Fig. 9: 9), 
largu g. 1, g. 10, luciu (Fig. 9: 3), to which is added 
a bell in ulmeni about which no information on the 
discovery context has been published (Sîrbu et al. 
2014, 83, no. 3). although there are opinions accord-
ing to which the lunula pendants from the Pannonia 
Plain are north-Pontic products (Vaday 1982 – 1983, 
174; Vaday 1988 – 1989, 55), i kept the half-moon pen-
dant in g. 14 from râmnicelu among the roman 
items because both the typological characteristics10 
and the analogies of the item under discussion plead 
in favour of a provenance rather from the empire 
than from the north-Pontic areas (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 
54, 55, no. viii a 32). The classification of the bells 
among the adornment items could raise doubts at 
first glance. There are two arguments in favor of 
this classification: the position inside the grave (in 
the neck area in g. 1 and g. 10 from largu, at the 
base of the left lung in g. 3 from ulmeni, the only 
exception being the funerary structure from luciu, 
where, according to the discoverers, the bell was 
found between the feet, as the position of the bell 
from căscioarele is unknown) and the association 
with the beads (ulmeni g. 3, căscioarele and largu 
g. 1). The above-mentioned adornments are added 
by the bronze ring from oltenița-renie, whose 
discovery context is unknown.

according to the above analysis, the number of 
Sarmatian graves in Wallachia in which were dis-
covered adornments manufactured in the roman 
empire decreases from 55 to 35. To the 33 graves in 
which the beads could be counted as adornments 
are added two more graves, in which an earring 
(grădiștea g. 19), and a bell (largu g. 10) were 
discovered.11 as in the case of the ceramic vessels, 
the roman adornments were also found one in 
each grave (with the possible exception of g. 19 in 
grădiștea, where an earring associated with glass 
beads, whose position is unknown), because the 
pendant and the bells associated with the beads 
could be assumed with high probability as acces-
sories of the string worn around the neck.

The image of the roman items known in the Sar-
matian environment in Wallachia is completed by 
three graves in which brooches were discovered, all 
belonging to the strongly profiled type – Dorobanțu 
g. 1, ulmeni g. 1 (Fig. 6: 3) and Smeieni-sat (for the 

typological classification, analogies and dating, see 
the discussion in Sîrbu et al. 2014, 42, 43, no. 16.2 for 
Dorobanțu, and 77, no. 41.6 for ulmeni). according to 
the typology of K. Hellström (2018, 82, 83), they belong 
to type iiB.2 (kräftig profilierte Fibeln ohne Stützplatte), 
widespread on the territory of romania and dated 
especially in the second half of the 1st c. aD. un-
fortunately, the brooch from Smeieni-sat it is not 
described or illustrated, but only briefly mentioned. 
although in some pre vious contributions i regarded 
the brooches of g. 7 from călărași (Fig. 9: 6) and 
căscioarele (Fig. 9: 8) as belonging to the aucissa 
type, in the typology of the brooches found in the 
northern area of the Black Sea elaborated by kirsten 
hellström, such brooches are classified as type va 
(Scharnierbogenfibeln mit spitzdreieckigem Blechbügel – 
Alesia und Derivate), variant 3 (massiver spitzdreieckiger 
Blechbügel und Spiralfußende – Hellström 2018, 197, kat. 
34, pl. 56/34.12, from Tyras for the brooch in g. 7 from 
călărași and 197, kat. 35, Taf. 56/35, from Berezan, for 
the brooch from căscioarele), whose origin does not 
yet reach consensus, as the opinions vary between 
a roman, north-Pontic or north-caucasian produc-
tion (Cociș 2004, 76; Hellström 2018, 97 – 99). The item 
from luciu (Fig. 9: 2) is a late latène type brooch 
(Hellström 2018, 211, kat. 197, pl. 26/197.2, from krasnyj 
Majak, belonging to type ic.2a – Bogenfibeln mit Draht-
bügel und Fußendknopf), whose origin is still subject 
of debate (Cociș 2004, 40; Rustoiu 1997, 42). given the 
uncertainties, the three brooches from căscioarele, 
călărași g. 7 and luciu are regarded as items whose 
roman origin is not sure. equally uncertain is the 
roman origin of the brooch from chiscani-sat (Fig. 
9: 1), a product of the workshop from Porolissum, 
where artisans of german origin worked and the 
production was directed to the Barbaricum (Cociș/
Bârcă 2014, 204, type B2b1a1, and 207). called into 
question is also the roman origin of the appliqué 
(Fig. 6: 5) in g. 3 from lișcoteanca-Moș Filon (Oța/
Sîrbu 2009, 41, 42, no. vi a 22).

links with knobs made of bronze were discov-
ered in the graves from Mohreanu (Fig. 6: 1) and 
Dridu-tell. as it was an accidental discovery, the 
functionality of the item from Mohreanu cannot 
be known with certainty, because according to the 
analogies from the Pannonia Plain, such links could 
have been worn on necklaces, bracelets, belts, but 
also on the finger (Vaday 1988 – 1989, 58). The link in 
g. 2 from Dridu-tell was found bound to the iron 
bracelet on the right forearm as a result of corrosion, 

10 M. Párducz (1941, 164, 165) points out that the rib is characteristic of the north-Pontic workshops and the simple wire of the 
roman workshops.

11 The position of the bell found at luciu and the fact that it was not associated with any other types of adornments (beads or 
pendants) raise doubts regarding its classification as adornment and this is the reason why, at least for the moment, i have 
preferred to exclude it. The lack of any type of adornments (especially beads) raise doubts regarding a possible function of 
ornamenting the long end of the belt, too (Vaday/Istvánovits/Kulcsár 1989, 112).
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which could lead to a possible pendant, therefore to 
the framing in the adornments category. opinions 
on their origin are divided between regarding them 
as products of the north-Pontic greek workshops 
(Vaday 1988 – 1989, 59), Dacian workshops (Glodariu 
1984, 71), stylistic developments of a type of ring or 
amulet-ring characteristic of the Spätlatènezeit celtic 
culture, which are also met in the early roman period 
(Schlott/Spennemann/Weber 1985, 472, 473) or items 
manufactured in crimean or north-Pontic environ-
ment, but whose prototype was the same as for Da-
cian links with knobs (Žuravlev 2014, 80). although 
at the end of the 1st c. aD the roman hegemony over 
the northern coast of the Black Sea and also over the 
greek cities from which such items could originate 
was already installed, i have however excluded the 
links with knobs from among the roman grave 

goods and also the gold adornments from the so-
called ‘Buzău hoard’ (Fig. 10), most likely inventory 
of a grave belonging to a Sarmatian noble women, 
also products of the north-Pontic workshops (Oța/
Oța 2015, 537 – 566). The gold adornments from the 
so-called ‘Buzău hoard’ can be considered to be ex-
pressions of a relatively local material culture, visible 
especially in the graves, which can be linked to the 
elites of the Sarmatian tribes or to the population 
from urban centers such as olbia, Pantikapaion or 
even Tomis (Fless/Treister 2007, 180, 181). even if the 
probability of their production in north-Pontic work-
shops is high, the rarity of the links with knobs shows 
that, as in the case of the adornments from the ‘Buzău 
hoard’, wearing them is rather a fashion trend that 
the Sarmatians from Wallachia brought along from 
their areas of origin and maintained in the regions 

Fig. 10. Buzău. “The treasure from Buzău”. gold items, most likely inventory of a grave. (after Oța/Oța 2015).
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where they settled, even if sporadically. The pres-
ence of the links with knobs is rather the last visible 
manifestation inside the graves of a disappearing 
fashion in Wallachia, and not a change of costume 
as a result of an influx of products of roman origin.

Two items, one in g. 8 from Bucu (Fig. 9: 7) and 
the other in the grave from luciu (Fig. 9: 4) are pre-
sumed to be remains of fans, both of the Tălmaza 
type (Popa 2007, 332; 2009, 81, 82; Skóra/Niezabitowska-
Wiśniewska 2018, 162, no. 4, 164, no. 17). The shape of 
the item in g. 8 from Bucu (Fig. 9: 7) is a typical one, 
but there are still some issues regarding the remains 
of a tubular bronze item with a transversal rivet at 
the end (Fig. 9: 4), discovered in the grave from luciu 
(Drâmbocianu 1974, 305, fig. 2/5). The poor conserva-
tion of the item, the absence of any elements that 
would make it resemble with the preserved metal 
parts of the fans (links, joint remains), the fact that 
the items does not seem to have a u-shaped sec-
tion, but it is tubular, according to the description, 
the presence of the transversal rivet at one end are 
likely to call into question the framing of the item 
from luciu as a fan, uncertain even in the opinion 
of the researcher who issued this hypothesis (Popa 
2009, 81). instead, what was described as a bronze 
pendant in the inventory of the female buried in 
g. 1 B from ciulnița (Fig. 9: 5) could rather be the 
handle of a fan, made of two rolled sheets with a link 
at one end, although some doubts due to the state of 
preservation still persist. i believe that the item from 
luciu should be completely excluded from the dis-
cussion about the roman objects, given its uncertain 
identification. instead, the fans in g. 8 from Bucu 
and g. 1 B from ciulnița were however kept in the 
category of items with uncertain roman origin, be 
it only for the possibility of representing a possible 
takeover of a roman provincial fashion trend (Popa 
2009, 90), although the origin of the Tălmaza type 
fans is rather presumed to be the north-Pontic area 
(Skóra/Niezabitowska-Wiśniewska 2018, 180).

although definitely reused, the casket clasp 
discovered in the grave from Mohreanu (Fig. 6: 2) 
is certainly an item of roman origin.

usually, only one roman item was discovered in 
the Sarmatian graves from Wallachia (54 cases for 
sure, to which other three uncertain could be added). 
The most notable presence is represented by the beads 
(38 graves: chiscani-sat, grădiștea g. 11, lișcoteanca-
Moș Filon g. 6, lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 13, 
râmnicelu g. 3, g. 5, g. 9, Spiru haret g. 1, Tichilești 
g. 2, g. 4, ulmeni g. 5, călărași g. 2, ciulnița g. 4, 
chirnogi, gălățui g. 3, g. 4, oltenița-renie g. 1, g. 9, 
ulmu, unirea, vlad țepeș g. 2, oltenița-Puțul de 
cărămidă g. 1, Păuleasca g. 57, Dridu-tell g. 2, largu 
g. 1, g. 2, g. 5, g. 6, g. 7, g. 8, Smeeni-Movila Mare 
g. 2, Târgșor g. 184, g. 198, g. 200, g. 206, g. 228, 

g. 253, g. 267, perhaps 42 if we do not take into ac-
count the association of beads with items of uncertain 
roman origin in lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3, Bucu 
g. 8, călărași g. 7 and ciulnița g. 1 B). as frequency, 
beads were followed at a fairly large distance by the 
ceramic vessels (13 graves: Brăila-hipodrom g. 2 and 
g. 3, lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 1, lișcoteanca-Movila 
olarului g. 7, gura ialomiței, Bucu g. 7, g. 10, g. 14, 
Buzău-sud g. 2 and destroyed grave, Sudiți, Jilava 
g. 2, viespești), brooches (two cases: Dorobanțu g. 1 
and Smeieni-sat) and bell (one grave – largu g. 10). 
The combinations between several import items are 
rare – 14 certain cases, 18 if we also count the items 
of uncertain roman origin. The most common as-
sociation is between ceramic vessels and beads, 
sometimes combined with pendants or bells (eight 
cases: Brăila-liceu, Măriuța g. 2/2009, ulmeni g. 2 
and g. 4, Bucu g. 10, vitănești g. 2, râmnicelu g. 14, 
ulmeni g. 3), followed by the combination between 
beads and brooch (one certain case – ulmeni g. 1 
and another two uncertain cases – chiscani-sat and 
călărași g. 7), and the association between beads and 
fans (Bucu g. 8, ciulnița g. 1 B). as regards the rest 
of the graves, each combination is unique: beads + 
glass vessel (oltenița-renie g. 7); beads + casket clasp 
(Mohreanu); pottery + beads + earring (grădiștea 
g. 19); pottery + bell + possibly brooch (luciu); beads + 
bell + possibly brooch (căscioarele), and beads + pos-
sibly appliqué (lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3).

The graves whose inventory consists only of 
roman products are 19: 12 only beads (lișcoteanca-
Moș Filon g. 6, lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 13, 
râmnicelu g. 5, Tichilești g. 4, ulmeni g. 5, călărași 
g. 2, gălățui g. 3, ulmu, unirea, vlad țepeș g. 2, 
largu g. 2, Târgșor g. 206), three only with ceramic 
vessels (Sudiți, Buzău destroyed grave, and Bucu 
g. 7), one with beads + casket clasp (Mohreanu), 
one with bell (largu g. 10), one with pottery + beads 
(Măriuța g. 2/2009), one with pottery + beads + ear-
rings (grădiștea g. 19).

the grave goods

an overview of the grave goods deposited in the 
71 graves submitted to the present analysis proves 
itself to be useful not only as regards the general 
characteristics of the burials, but also in deciphering 
the role that the roman items could have played in 
the funerary ritual.

The most common inventory deposited in the 
71 graves in Wallachia in which roman items 
were found is represented by the ceramic vessels, 
discovered in 43 graves. in terms of frequency, the 
number of graves in which ceramic vessels of several 
traditions were deposited and the number of graves 
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in which only roman vessels were discovered is 
balanced: 15 in the first case and 12 in the second 
case. only roman pottery was deposited in Brăila-
liceu (Fig. 2: 4, 6), grădiștea g. 19, lișcoteanca-Moș 
Filon g. 1 (Fig. 3: 1), lișcoteanca-Movila olarului 
g. 7 (Fig. 3: 2), râmnicelu g. 14 (Fig. 3: 3), Măriuța 
g. 2/2009 (Fig. 2: 3), ulmeni g. 3 (Fig. 4: 1), Bucu g. 7 
(Fig. 4: 3), g. 10 (Fig. 4: 4), g. 14, Buzău destroyed 
grave and Sudiți (Fig. 4: 5), although here there is 
a doubt regarding the destroyed grave from Buzău 
from which only one roman vessel was recovered, 
a fact that, however, does not exclude the possibility 
of depositing several vessels that could no longer 
been preserved. in other nine graves only handmade 
pottery was deposited (grădiștea g. 11, Spiru haret 
g. 1, călărași g. 7, Smeieni-sat, ciulnița g. 4, Târgșor 
g. 184, g. 198, g. 267, oltenița-renie g. 1), and the 
least frequent finding is the Dacian wheel-made 
pottery – only six graves (Tichilești g. 2, căscioarele, 
oltenița-renie g. 9, largu g. 6, Smeeni-Movila Mare 
g. 2, Târgșor g. 253). The associations of ceramic 
vessels in the case of the 15 above-mentioned graves 
are the following, in descending order: roman pot-
tery and Dacian wheel-made pottery (six graves: 
viespești, luciu, Buzău-sud g. 2, ulmeni g. 2, 
Brăila-hipodrom g. 2, g. 3), handmade pottery + 
Dacian wheel-made pottery (five cases: chiscani-
sat, Dorobanțu g. 1, largu g. 7, oltenița-renie g. 7, 
ulmeni g. 1), handmade pottery + roman pottery 
(two cases: Jilava g. 2, ulmeni g. 4), handmade pot-
tery + Dacian wheel-made pottery + roman pottery 
(two graves: vitănești g. 2 and gura ialomiței). The 
vessel from g. 1 in ciulnița is not described.

The expression ‘handmade pottery’ requires 
further explanation. Most vessels of this type have 
analogies in the Sarmatian environment, but there 
are some exceptions. The shape and decoration of 
the jar in g. 184 from Târgșor appear to be rather 
inspired from the Dacian pottery repertoire (Oța 
2014 – 2015, 100), and the two lids in g. 1 from ul-
meni have analogies within the same pottery manu-
facturing tradition. The careful examination of the 
lid in g. 3 from cireșu (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 100, no. 15; 
155) gave opportunity for an essential observation – 
although the shape seems to be inspired from the 
Dacian pottery, however, in terms of fabric, degreas-
ers and modeling, the lid is close to the jar it covered, 
so that the possibility of a ceramic form manufac-
tured by the Sarmatians according to a Dacian mod-
el should not be excluded. analyzing the published 
photograph, even the handmade truncated bowl in 
g. 4 from ulmeni cannot be attributed to a certain 
ceramic tradition, because there are analogies both 
in Sarmatian graves and in burials on the territory 
of the roman empire (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 81, g. 4, no. 2; 
104). The handmade vessel found in the grave from 

Smeieni-sat is only mentioned, without any other 
additional details (Bichir 1977, 171, note 30; 188). The 
impossibility to know with certainty, at least at the 
current stage of research, whether the handmade 
pottery discussed above were made by the Dacians 
or by the Sarmatians according to Dacian models, 
is the reason why i used the expression ‘handmade 
pottery’, without specifying ‘Sarmatian’ or ‘Dacian’. 
it should be noted, however, that in the 18 graves 
in which handmade pottery was discovered either 
alone or in combination with wheel-made pottery, 
most of the deposited pottery forms (19 out of 25) 
had analogies, both in terms of shape and manufac-
turing, in the pottery attributed to the Sarmatians.

The number of the ceramic vessels deposited 
inside the graves varies between one and four. only 
one vessel was deposited in 25 graves. it was most 
often a roman vessel: five mugs (grădiștea g. 19, 
Măriuța g. 2/2009 – Fig. 2: 3, Bucu g. 14, Buzău-
sud destroyed grave, Sudiți – Fig. 2: 5), three jugs 
(lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 1 – Fig. 3: 1, ulmeni g. 3 – 
Fig. 4: 1, Bucu g. 7 – Fig. 4: 3), two bowls (râmnicelu 
g. 14 – Fig. 3: 3, and Bucu g. 10 – Fig. 4: 4) and one 
pitcher (lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 7 – Fig. 
2: 2) and less frequently (nine cases) a handmade 
vessel, mainly jars (grădiștea g. 11, Spiru haret 
g. 1, călărași g. 7, Dorobanțu g. 1, Târgșor g. 184, 
g. 267, ciulnița g. 4), with the two exceptions that 
cannot be typologically framed in the absence of the 
illustration (Smeeni – sat and oltenița-renie g. 1). 
only one Dacian wheel-made vessel was discovered 
in six cases, most of them mugs (Tichilești g. 2, 
căscioarele, oltenița-renie g. 9, largu g. 6, Smeeni-
Movila Mare g. 2) and one jug (Târgșor g. 253). Ten 
graves had each two ceramic vessels deposited in-
side. The combination between a roman vessel and 
a Dacian wheel-made vessel is the most common 
(four cases, all representing associations between 
a roman mug and a Dacian mug: Brăila-hipodrom 
g. 2, g. 3, ulmeni g. 2, Buzău-sud g. 2), followed by 
the association between a handmade jar and a Da-
cian wheel-made mug (two graves: chiscani-sat, 
largu g. 7) or between two handmade vessels, both 
jars (also two cases: ulmeni g. 1, Târgșor g. 198). The 
associations between two roman vessels (cup and 
pot: Brăila-liceu) and a roman cup and a handmade 
jar (Jilava g. 2) are singular. regarding g. 1 from 
ulmeni, attention must be drawn to one aspect. in 
fact, four ceramic forms – two jars and two lids were 
found in the above-mentioned grave. however, the 
two lids were found on top of the two jars, so in my 
opinion we are dealing with only two recipients, 
both consisting of vessel + lid, and not with four 
different vessels. although in the funerary structure 
from Brăila-liceu the roman cup covered the pot, 
i believe that we are dealing in this case with two 
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different vessels (with different functions in the 
repertoire of the roman vessels – Suceveanu 2000, 
60, 99), whose combination is perhaps due only to 
the funerary ritual, not necessarily to the role played 
in everyday life (Fig. 2: 4, 6).12

Much less frequent are the graves in which three 
ceramic vessels were deposited. The association of 
the vessels is the following: roman cup (Fig. 3: 4) + 
Dacian wheel-made bowl + Dacian handmade jar 
at gura ialomiței, two handmade vessels (jar and 

12 in the absence of Sarmatian settlements in Wallachia, it would be extremely risky to make any assumptions about the role 
that roman vessels could have played in everyday life – possible imitation of the roman habit of drinking wine (Krekovič 
2000, 261) or of provincial-roman culinary habits (Popa 2011, 215) or a simple spread of some elements of material culture 
(Popa 2013, 147). J. Jílek (2015, 176, 183) draws attention to the fact that, in the case of the germanic populations, we are dealing 
with a simplification rather than with an imitation of roman dining customs.

Fig. 11. vitănești g. 2. Sarmatian elite grave. (after Sîrbu et al. 2014; Leahu/Trohani 1979). Scale: a – 1 – 3; b – 4 – 16.
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bowl) + a roman mug in g. 4 from ulmeni, two 
Dacian wheel-made vessels (mug and bowl) and 
a roman amphora (Fig. 5: 4) at viespești, and roman 
jug (Fig. 4: 2) + roman mug + Dacian bowl (luciu). 
The burial from vitănești is characterized by the 
presence of four ceramic vessels belonging to the 
three traditions (two handmade, truncated, perfo-
rated vessels – Fig. 11: 2, 3, a Dacian wheel-made 
mug – Fig. 11: 1 and roman amphora). according 
to the original publication, seven vessels (Morintz/
Ionescu 1968, 100, 101; 1970, 39, 43, 45) were found 
in g. 7 from oltenița-renie, although only five are 
illustrated: two handmade jars and three Dacian 
wheel-made vessels, of which two mugs and one 
bowl (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 66, 67, nos. 1 – 5, with the 
previous bibliography).

leaving aside the 13 graves in which the posi-
tion of the ceramic vessels is unknown, 30 graves 
provide data for such an analysis. Where a single 
ceramic vessel was found, it was placed next to the 
skull: three roman vessels (the jug in g. 1 from 
lișcoteanca-Moș Filon and the mugs in g. 2/2009 
from Măriuța and g. 14 from Bucu, all of them on the 
left side), three handmade vessels (all jars, in g. 11 
from grădiștea, g. 1 from Spiru haret and g. 267 
from Târgșor), and a Dacian wheel-made mug (in 
g. 2 from Tichilești, on the right side). Most often, 
the single vessel deposited in the grave was found 
next to the feet: four roman vessels, three deposited 
on the right side (the jugs in g. 7 from lișcoteanca-
Movila olarului, and g. 3 from ulmeni, and the 
bowl in g. 10 from Bucu) and one on the left side 
(the jug in g. 7 from Bucu), four handmade ves-
sels, three on the right side (călărași g. 7, oltenița-
renie g. 1, Târgșor g. 184), and one on the left side 
(ciulnița g. 4), three Dacian wheel-made mugs (g. 9 
from oltenița-renie, g. 6 from largu and g. 2 from 
Smeeni-Movila Mare). in the case of the graves in 
which two vessels were found, these were grouped 
either near the head, on the left side (a Dacian hand-
made mug and a roman mug at Brăila-hipodrom 
g. 3) or on the right side (Brăila-liceu, where the 
roman cup was found on top of the roman pot), or 
at the feet (a Dacian wheel-made mug and a hand-
made jar at chiscani-sat and two handmade jars in 
g. 1 from ulmeni). Sometimes, the separation of the 
vessels concerns not only the anatomical body part 
next to which they were deposited: head and legs 
(roman pot and handmade jar, both on the left side, 
in g. 2 from Jilava, two handmade jars, both on the 
right side, in g. 198 from Târgșor), knees and feet 
(Dacian wheel-made mug and the handmade jar in 
g. 7 from largu), but also the body part on which 
they were deposited (roman mug to the left of the 

head and Dacian mug near the right knee in g. 2 
from Buzău-sud, Dacian wheel-made mug near the 
left knee and handmade jar near the right foot in 
g. 7 from largu). all three vessels, two handmade 
(jar and bowl) and a roman one (mug), in g. 4 
from ulmeni were found near the head, while in 
the burial from luciu each of the three vessels had 
a different position (the roman jug on the right of 
the skull, the Dacian bowl near the left foot and the 
roman mug near the right foot). There are no men-
tions about the position of the vessels in g. 7 from 
oltenița-renie, but one can see in the published 
picture how four vessels were grouped at the feet 
and two were deposited near the head – of which 
one seemingly handmade on the right side, and one 
on the left side.

according to the analysis of the position of de-
positing the vessels, it is noteworthy that the vessels 
imported from the roman empire do not seem to 
play a special role in the funerary ritual. regarding 
the value they could have been granted as possible 
rarities in the material culture of the Sarmatians 
from Wallachia, one aspect is worth mentioning – 
the deposit in g. 7 and g. 10 from Bucu of two ro-
man vessels, one repaired (the bowl in g. 10 – Fig. 
4: 4) and one repaired, with a changed destination 
(the jug in g. 7, on the basis of which there is an old 
crack and eight small, carefully made perforations 
on the edge, one of which seems to be linked to 
a repair, as it pairs with another perforation found 
on the body of the vessel – Fig. 4: 3). For the moment, 
an explanation for the deposit of the two repaired 
vessels cannot be deciphered with certainty. The 
repair of the two vessels combined with the change 
in destination of one of them, initially a vessel for 
liquids, seems to argue in favour of the desire to 
keep the two vessels, which could suggest they were 
granted high value. regarding their use as grave 
goods, it is difficult to say whether these vessels 
were deposited precisely because they had a special 
value that made the worthy of being repaired, or 
on the contrary, because the repair decreased their 
value and they were removed from everyday life 
instead of other unrepaired ceramic recipients.

a last aspect that must be mentioned regarding 
the pottery deposited in the graves with roman 
objects from Wallachia is the takeover of the shape 
of the roman mugs in the repertoire of the Dacian 
wheel-made pottery, exemplified by the mug depo-
sited in g. 3 from Brăila-hipodrom (Fig. 2: 2), next 
to a roman mug.13

adornment items were found in 40 graves of the 
71 submitted to the present analysis. The graphic 
of their frequency indicates the beads in the first 

13 i would not go so far as to assume an adoption of roman technology, typical case for ‘immaterial imports’ (Meyer 2013, 59, 62).
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place (33 possible cases), followed in descending 
order by the earrings (14 graves, two of which are 
uncertain), pendants (seven graves, in one of which 
the functionality of the item is uncertain), bracelets 
(six graves, including the one made of beads in g. 5 
from râmnicelu), bells (five graves) and iron link 
(one grave). The total number of graves in which 
beads are reported is 53, but the analysis of the posi-
tions in which the beads were discovered reduces to 
33 the number of burials in which these beads can be 
regarded as adornments, and not dress ornaments. 
in 18 graves, the adornments consisted only of beads 
(Brăila-liceu, grădiștea g. 11 – Fig. 7: 6, lișcoteanca-
Moș Filon g. 3 and g. 6 – Fig. 8: 2, 3, 7, lișcoteanca-
Movila olarului g. 13, râmnicelu g. 3 and g. 5 – Fig. 
8: 1, 4 – 6, 8, Spiru haret g. 1 – Fig. 5: 2, Tichilești 
g. 2 – Fig. 5: 3, and g. 4 – Fig. 5: 1, Măriuța g. 2/2009 
– Fig. 7: 3, 4, oltenița-renie g. 1, unirea, largu g. 2, 
Târgșor g. 206 and g. 267, chirnogi, ciulnița g. 1 
B), to which could be also added g. 3 from gălățui, 
if the bead discovered in the thoracic area (CCA 
campania 2001, 140, 141) had been worn around the 
neck. it is worth mentioning that in all the above-
mentioned graves, the beads were discovered in 
the area of the neck, with the exception of g. 5 from 
râmnicelu (Fig. 8: 1), where the beads were worn as 
a bracelet. g. 4 from ulmeni can also be considered 
among the graves with a single adornment item 
(here the bronze pendant was discovered around 
the neck, probably as part of the beads necklace), 
possibly also g. 14 from râmnicelu and g. 5 from 
largu (with doubts, however, given that the position 
of the beads in the first case is unknown and by the 
fact that the beads were discovered in the area of 
the head in the second case, and the functionality 
of the bronze link as a pendant is not certain). if the 
two beads and the iron link in g. 9 from râmnicelu 
and the beads necklace and the bell in g. 1 from 
largu also represented a single adornment, then 
the number of graves in which only one adornment 
item made of beads was found amounts to 24. The 
earrings were the only adornment of the deceased 
females buried in g. 14 from Bucu and possibly in 
oltenița-Puțul de cărămidă g. 1. The image of the 
graves in which only one adornment was discove-
red is completed by the funerary structures from 
gura ialomiței (where a bracelet was discovered), 
largu g. 10 (only a bell was recovered) and possibly 
luciu (if the bell discovered between the feet was 
not actually sewn on the dress or on the belt – Fig. 
9: 3). Two types of adornments made of beads string 
and earrings were found in g. 184 from Târgșor 
(where the pendant was part of the beads string), 
chiscani-sat, largu g. 7, Târgșor g. 198, and Bucu 
g. 8, to which grădiștea g. 19 and Păuleasca g. 57 
could be added, if the beads discovered there were 

indeed adornments. The number of graves in which 
three or more types of adornments were found is 
four, and the sets of adornments consist in: beads 
string with pendant + earrings + bracelet (călărași 
g. 7), possibly beads string with pendant and bell + 
earrings + bracelet (căscioarele), beads string, pos-
sibly with bell + earrings + bracelet (ulmeni g. 3) 
and beads + bracelet + possibly earrings + link 
decorated with knobs (if this was an adornment) + 
bronze tube (Dridu-tell g. 2). it should also be noted 
that preference is given to strings made of beads 
of several types of material (glass or glass paste, 
combined with amber beads, lapis lazuli, carnelian, 
coral, clay, stone, metal, mother-of-pearl), compared 
to only 18 cases (three of which were in question) in 
which only glass beads or glass paste were recorded.

if the two burials in which links decorated with 
knobs were found (whose functionality as dress 
accessories is uncertain) are not taken into account, 
then the number of graves in which dress acces-
sories were discovered is 21. even in this case, the 
identification of the items in g. 1 from lișcoteanca-
Moș Filon and g. 2 from Smeeni-Movila Mare as 
being brooches remains doubtful, given that both 
items were destroyed, while the identification as 
a buckle of the link in g. 8 from Bucu (Sîrbu et al. 
2014, 21, g. 8, no. 7) also remains an assumption. 
The majority of the dress accessories are brooches: 
11 certain (chiscani-sat, ulmeni g. 1, călărași g. 7, 
căscioarele, ciulnița g. 1 B, g. 4, Dorobanțu g. 1, 
largu g. 1, luciu, Smeieni-sat, Târgșor g. 198) 
and two uncertain (those above-mentioned from 
lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 1 and Smeeni-Movila 
Mare g. 2). in terms of their association with typi-
cal female items such as mirrors, spindle-whorls or 
earrings, it seems that the brooches are rather com-
ponents of the female attire (chiscani-sat, călărași 
g. 7, căscioarele, luciu, largu g. 1, Târgșor g. 198, 
Smeeni-Movila Mare g. 2, ciulnița g. 1 B). g. 1 
from Dorobanțu and the funerary structure from 
Smeieni-sat cannot be regarded as proper excep-
tions, because the rest of the grave goods do not 
offer any clue about the sex of the buried individual. 
other dress accessories discovered in the graves 
with roman grave goods from Wallachia are the 
appliqués (four graves – lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3, 
râmnicelu g. 14, vitănești g. 2 and căscioarele), 
buckles (Brăila-hipodrom g. 2, Târgșor g. 198, 
ciulnița g. 1 B, possibly Bucu g. 8), knobs (vitănești 
g. 2, largu g. 6), and foot gear (largu g. 6).

Toilet implements were discovered in 16 graves 
and consist mainly of mirrors (15 items, one in each 
grave: chiscani-sat, grădiștea g. 11, ulmeni g. 3, 
Bucu g. 8, călărași g. 7, ciulnița g. 1 B, oltenița-
renie g. 1 and g. 7, Dridu-tell g. 2, largu g. 1 and 
g. 7, luciu, Târgșor g. 184, g. 198 and g. 200). unfor-
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tunately, the fact that the position of the grave goods 
from Mohreanu is unknown due to the accidental 
discovery, does not allow any kind of assumption 
about the functionality of the roman bronze casket 
clasp (Fig. 6: 2). The fact that no other remains of 
the casket were discovered seems to support the 
hypothesis that we are dealing with a reused item, 
but it is impossible to identify its purpose, at least 
for now. Therefore, the classification of this grave 
good in the category of toilet implements took into 
account the initial destination of the item and not 
the one it could have possibly acquired when it 
belonged to the person buried at Mohreanu. Two 
items, from Bucu g. 8 and ciulnița g. 1 B could be 
supposed as fans (Fig. 9: 5, 7).

Most of the household tools are represented by 
spindle-whorls, discovered in ten graves (chiscani-
sat, grădiștea g. 11, ciulnița g. 1 B, gălățui g. 4, 
oltenița-renie g. 7, luciu, Smeeni-Movila Mare 
g. 2, Târgșor g. 184, g. 198 and g. 200), added by 
the knife in g. 3 from lișcoteanca-Moș Filon.

The weapons are rare occurrences in the Sarma-
tian graves from Wallachia in which items from 
the roman empire were deposited: only five cases 
(daggers in g. 1 from lișcoteanca-Moș Filon, g. 10 
from Bucu, g. 6 from largu and swords in g. 2 from 
Brăila-hipodrom and g. 7 from lișcoteanca-Movila 
olarului). harness items were found in g. 2 from 
vitănești.

The general image of the grave goods discovered 
in the burials with roman objects from Wallachia 
is completed with the exceptional occurrences 
of the shells (râmnicelu g. 3), chalk (râmnicelu 
g. 3), charcoals (râmnicelu g. 9), knucklebone 
(gura ialomiței). The glass vessel in g. 7 from 
oltenița-renie also seems to represent, at least so 
far, a unique item in the inventory of the Sarmatian 
graves from Wallachia.

The DaTing  
oF The roMan ProDucTS

largely based on the dating of the roman objects, 
the chronology of the Sarmatian graves in Wallachia 
showed that the burials are dated to three stages, 
which represent as many moments of settlement of 
these communities in Wallachia: the late 1st c. aD 
and the first half of the 2nd c. aD (late B2a phase 
and early B2b); the late 2nd c. and the first half of the 
3rd c. aD (c1 and early c2 phase); the late 3rd c. aD 
(late c2 phase; Laser/Voß 1994, 10, fig. 2). 15 graves 
from those analyzed herein can be dated to the first 
stage of arrival of the Sarmatians in Wallachia: the 
isolated burials from vitănești, Mohreanu, as well 
as the funerary structures with roman items from 

the groups of graves at râmnicelu (four graves), 
lișcoteanca-Moș Filon (three graves), lișcoteanca-
Movila olarului (two graves) and ulmeni (four 
graves). Most of the graves with roman items (49) 
are chronologically framed in the second stage of 
the Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia: the isolated 
graves from căscioarele, ulmu, oltenița-Puțul de 
cărămidă, Dridu-tell, luciu, Sudiți, Brăila-liceu, 
chiscani-sat, Măriuța g. 2/2009, the burials with 
roman items from the groups of graves in Târgșor 
(seven graves published until now), largu (seven 
graves), Bucu (four graves), oltenița-renie (three 
graves), Buzău-sud (two graves), Brăila-hipodrom 
(two graves), grădiștea (two graves), ciulnița (two 
graves), gălățui (two graves), chirnogi (at least 
one grave), vlad țepeș (one grave), Păuleasca 
(one grave), Jilava (one grave), călărași g. 7 – 10 
(one grave), Dorobanțu (one grave), ulmeni (one 
grave), Smeeni-Movila Mare (one grave), added by 
g. 2 from călărași. other two funerary structures 
(Smeieni-sat and gura ialomiței) can be dated, at 
least so far, only during the 2nd c. aD, without the 
possibility of a connection with the first or the 
second stage of Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia. 
Four burials (viespești, Spiru haret g. 1, Tichilești 
g. 2 and g. 4) are among the latest Sarmatian buri-
als in Wallachia. The dating of the grave in unirea 
remain, so far, impossible to know precisely. as 
regards the items of roman origin that were not 
found in the graves, they can be dated either to the 
end of the 1st c. aD and the beginning of the fol-
lowing century (the bronze casserole and the glass 
unguentarium from ulmeni – Fig. 3: 5; 6: 6, possibly 
also the bronze ring from oltenița-renie), or to the 
second half of the 2nd c. or during the 3rd c. aD (the 
mugs from oltenița-renie and ulmeni, the bell 
from ulmeni). at first sight, the relevance of the 
roman items for the chronology of the Sarmatian 
graves in which they were deposited might seem 
doubtful. andrea vaday points out that especially 
during the later periods, the barbarian markets, 
less selective than the empire markets, could have 
also received old-fashioned goods, which could 
often result in a framing of the goods produced in 
the empire in a so-called ‘secondary chronological 
system’ (Vaday 1982 – 1983, 168). in the case of the 
Sarmatian discoveries from Wallachia, the fact that 
they consist only of graves can bring about an ad-
ditional difficulty, because an intentional choice to 
deposit inside the graves items that were used for 
a long time is not excluded. unfortunately, the fact 
that no settlements have yet been identified that can 
be attributed to the Sarmatians and that can provide 
a term of comparison from the point of view of the 
inventory with the burials, does not allow, at least 
so far, any assumption regarding the possible dura-
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tion of the interval in which the roman items were 
used. it is sure that, in the case of the Sarmatian 
discoveries from Wallachia, some roman objects 
were used for a certain period of time. While in 
the case of the ceramic vessel in g. 10 from Bucu 
(Fig. 4: 4) the possibility of an accident that could 
have led to the breaking of the vessel relatively soon 
after its purchase cannot be excluded, regarding the 
jug in g. 7 from Bucu (whose destination seems to 
have been changed after the repair – Fig. 4: 3) and 
especially the bronze casserole from ulmeni (Fig. 
3: 5) whose stamp has been erased, these are evidence 
of a longer use. Yet, the fact that the roman items 
found in the Sarmatian graves from Wallachia are, 
with very few exceptions, common goods without 
special value, is an argument that may invalidate the 
above-mentioned observation regarding the time lag 
between the goods used on the roman territory and 
those used in a barbarian environment, because the 
products with a high financial value are usually the 
ones preferred for long-term storage. even if such 
a usage gap did exist in the case of Wallachia, it was 
probably not a long one, especially since most of the 
roman pieces known so far in the above-mentioned 
region are items that were used in a wide chronologi-
cal range also in the roman empire.

also, with regard to the chronology of the Sar-
matian burials with roman grave goods from Wal-
lachia, additional attention should be drawn to one 
aspect. The simple comparison of the figures of the 
Sarmatian graves with roman grave goods dated to 
the first (15 graves), the second (49 graves) and the 
third (four graves) stages of Sarmatian settlement 
in Wallachia could lead to the conclusion of a mas-

sive increase (a tripling, according to the figures) 
of the flow of roman imports in the chronological 
interval that begins in the late 2nd c. aD and extends 
also over the first part of the next century. in reality, 
the explanation concerns the number of Sarmatian 
graves that were dated to those periods. The total 
number of graves that can be dated to the first stage 
Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia amounts to 53 or 
54 (Oța/Sîrbu 2016a, 262), which means that the 
15 graves with roman objects represent 27.77%. The 
number of burials that can be dated to the second 
stage of Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia is 153, 
which means that the percentage of graves with 
roman items does not exceed 33%. The conclusion 
is the same: the deposit of items of roman origin in 
the Sarmatian graves from Wallachia remains in both 
stages a small size phenomenon, which also remains 
unchanged to the late 3rd c. aD, when the percentage 
of graves with roman items is around 33%.

the procurement of the roman products

i have previously mentioned that the roman 
ware from the Sarmatian environment in Wallachia 
is, for the most part, common ware, without special 
financial value. overall, the roman objects consist 
of ceramic vessels, adornments (such as glass or 
amber beads, a bronze earring, bells of the same 
material, a bronze ring and a gold pendant), dress 
accessories (brooches and beads that adorned the 
garment), glassware (which may in fact be only 
packaging of perfumes or scented oils, so that in 
this case the significance lays rather in the content – 

No. Grave Pottery Glass 
vessel

Bronze 
vessel Beads Pendant Ring Brooch Appliqué Casket 

clasp

1. Lișcoteanca-Moș Filon G. 1 x – – – – – – – –

2. Lișcoteanca-Moș Filon G. 3 – – – x – – – ? –

3. Lișcoteanca-Moș Filon G. 6 – – – x – – – – –

4. Lișcoteanca-Movila Olarului G. 7 x – – x – – – – –

5. Lișcoteanca-Mov. Olarului G. 13 – – – x – – – – –

6. Mohreanu – – – x – – – – x

7. Râmnicelu G. 3 – – – x – – – – –

8. Râmnicelu G. 5 – – – x – – – – –

9. Râmnicelu G. 9 – – – x – – – – –

10. Râmnicelu G. 14 x – – x x – – – –

11. Ulmeni G. 1 – – – x – – x – –

12. Ulmeni G. 2 x – – x – – – – –

13. Ulmeni G. 4 x – – x – – – – –

14. Ulmeni G. 5 – – – x – – – – –

15. Vitănești G. 2 x – – x – – – – –

16. Ulmeni – x x – – – – – –

17. Oltenița-Renie – – – – – x – – –

Table 2. Sarmatian burials with roman products (first stage).
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Table 3. Sarmatian burials with roman products (second stage).

No. Grave Pottery Glass vessel Beads Earring Bells Brooches Fans

1. Brăila-Hipodrom G. 2 x – – – – – –

2. Brăila-Hipodrom G. 3 x – – – – – –

3. Brăila-Liceu xx – x – – – –

4. Bucu G. 7 x – x – – – –

5. Bucu G. 8 – – x – – – x

6. Bucu G.  10 x – ? – – – –

7. Bucu G. 14 x – – – – – –

8. Buzău-sud G. 2 x – – – – – –

9. Buzău-sud destroyed G. x – – – – – –

10. Călărași G. 2 – – x – – – –

11. Călărași G. 7 – – x – – ? –

12. Căscioarele – – x – x ? –

13. Chirnogi – – x – – – –

14. Chiscani-sat – – x – – ? –

15. Ciulnița G. 1 B – – x – – – x

16. Ciulnița G. 4 – – x – – – –

17. Dorobanțu G. 1 – – – – – x –

18. Dridu-tell G. 2 – – x – – – –

19. Gălățui G. 3 – – x – – – –

20. Gălățui G. 4 – – x – – – –

21. Grădiștea G. 11 – – x – – – –

22. Grădiștea G. 19 x – x x – – –

23. Jilava G. 2 x – – – – – –

24. Largu G. 1 – – x – x – –

25. Largu G. 2 – – x – – – –

26. Largu G. 5 – – x – – – –

27. Largu G. 6 – – x – – – –

28. Largu G. 7 – – x – – – –

29. Largu G. 8 – – x – – – –

30. Largu G. 10 – – – – x – –

31. Luciu xx – – – x ? –

32. Măriuța G. 2/2009 x – x – – – –

33. Oltenița-Puțul de cărămidă G. 1 – – x – – – –

34. Oltenița-Renie G. 1 – – x – – – –

35. Oltenița-Renie G. 7 – x x – – – –

36. Oltenița-Renie G. 9 – – x – – – –

37. Păuleasca G. 57 – – x – – – –

38. Smeeni-Movila Mare G. 2 – – x – – – –

39. Sudiți x – – – – – –

40. Târgșor G. 184 – – x – – – –

41. Târgșor G. 198 – – x – – – –

42. Târgșor G. 200 – – x – – – –

43. Târgșor G. 206 – – x – – – –

44. Târgșor G. 228 – – x – – – –

45. Târgșor G. 253 – – x – – – –

46. Târgșor G. 267 – – x – – – –

47. Târgșor unpublished graves xxx – – – – – –

48. Ulmeni G. 3 x – x – x – –

49. Ulmu – – x – – – –

50. Vlad Țepeș G. 2 – – x – – – –

51. Oltenița-Renie x – – – – – –

52. Ulmeni x – – – x – –
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Krekovič 2011, 83), a bronze casserole, a casket clasp 
and maybe fans and an appliqué. The separation of 
the types of roman ware based on the three stages 
of Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia could refine 
to some extent this observation. in the first stage 
(late 1st c. aD and the first decades of the 2nd c.), 
the roman objects in the Sarmatian environment 
from Wallachia (Table 2) consist of ceramic ves-
sels, deposited in six graves (the amphora in g. 2 
from vitănești, the jug in g. 1 from lișcoteanca-
Moș Filon – Fig. 3: 1, the pitcher in g. 7 from 
lișcoteanca-Movila olarului – Fig. 3: 2, the bowl in 
g. 14 from râmnicelu – Fig. 3: 3, the mugs in g. 2 
and g. 4 from ulmeni), also beads, discovered in 
13 graves (lișcoteanca-Moș Filon g. 3 – Fig. 8: 2, 3, 
g. 6 – Fig. 8: 7, lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 13, 
Mohreanu, râmnicelu g. 3 – Fig. 8: 5, 8, g. 5 – Fig. 
8: 1, 4, 6, g. 9, g. 14, ulmeni g. 1, g. 2, g. 4, g. 5 
and vitănești – Fig. 8: 9), a gold pendant in g. 14 
from râmnicelu (Fig. 6: 4), the casket clasp from 
Mohreanu (Fig. 6: 2), the brooch in g. 1 from ul-
meni (Fig. 6: 3), the glass unguentarium (Fig. 6: 6) 
and the bronze casserole (Fig. 3: 5) from ulmeni, 
the ring from oltenița-renie and possibly the ap-
pliqué in g. 3 from lișcoteanca-Moș Filon (Fig. 
6: 5). The cup from gura ialomiței (Fig. 3: 4) and 
the brooch found in the grave from Smeieni-sat 
are dated to the 2nd c. aD, without possibility to 
connect them with the first or the second stage of 
Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia.

The structure of the roman items in the Sar-
matian graves from Wallachia dated to the end 
of the 2nd c. aD and the first half of the following 
century does not change fundamentally (Table 3). 
The typology of the ceramic vessels, deposited in at 
least 15 graves, is almost the same as in the previ-
ous stage: jugs in Bucu g. 7 (Fig. 4: 3), ulmeni g. 3 
(Fig. 4: 1) and luciu (Fig. 4: 2), pitcher in Târgșor, 
bowls in Bucu g. 10 (Fig. 4: 4) and Târgșor, mugs 
in g. 2 and g. 3 from Brăila-hipodrom (Fig. 2: 1), 
g. 19 from grădiștea, g. 2/2009 from Măriuța (Fig. 
2: 3), g. 14 from Bucu, g. 2 and destroyed grave 
from Buzău-sud, luciu, Sudiți (Fig. 2: 5), cup in 
Brăila-liceu (Fig. 2: 4), except the appearance of 
pots (Brăila-liceu – Fig. 2: 6, Jilava g. 2 and Târgșor) 
instead of amphoras. The mugs accidentally found 
at ulmeni and oltenița-renie are also of roman 
origin. Beads, discovered in 37 burials, continue 
to be the most widespread roman import: Brăila-
liceu, chiscani-sat (Fig. 7: 5), grădiștea g. 11 (Fig. 
7: 2, 6) and g. 19, Măriuța g. 2/2009 (Fig. 7: 3, 4), 
ulmeni g. 3, Bucu g. 8, călărași g. 2 and g. 7 (Fig. 
7: 1), chirnogi, ciulnița g. 1 B, g. 4, gălățui g. 3 
and g. 4, căscioarele, oltenița-renie g. 1, g. 7, g. 9, 
ulmu, vlad țepeș g. 2, oltenița-Puțul de cărămidă 
g. 1, Păuleasca g. 57, Dridu-tell g. 2, largu g. 1, 

g. 2, g. 5, g. 6, g. 7, g. 8, Smeeni-Movila Mare g. 2, 
Târgșor g. 184, g. 198, g. 200, g. 206, g. 228, g. 253, 
g. 267. in case there is no confusion with ulmeni, 
in g. 7 from oltenița-renie was deposited a glass 
vessel, also manufactured in the roman workshops. 
a certain roman origin has only the brooch from 
g. 1 in Dorobanțu, while the fibulas from luciu (Fig. 
9: 2), chiscani-sat (Fig. 9: 1), călărași g. 7 (Fig. 9: 6), 
and căscioarele (Fig. 9: 8) could be manufactured in 
barbarian workshops. compared to the first stage 
of Sarmatian settlement, the image of the roman 
products from the second stage also includes the 
earring from grădiștea g. 19, the bells from largu 
g. 1 and g. 10, ulmeni g. 3, căscioarele (Fig. 9: 9), 
luciu (Fig. 9: 3), and the bell with unknown context 
from ulmeni, possibly also the fans in g. 8 from 
Bucu (Fig. 9: 7) and ciulnița g. 1 B (Fig. 9: 5). very 
few roman items, such as the beads in g. 1 from 
Spiru haret (Fig. 5: 2), g. 2 (Fig. 5: 3) and g. 4 (Fig. 
5: 1) from Tichilești and the amphora from viespești 
(Fig. 5: 4) are registered in Wallachia at the end of 
the 3rd c. aD (Table 4).

The typology of the roman products consisting 
only of ceramics, adornments or dress accessories 
and exceptionally, glass or bronze vessels, casket 
clasp, possibly fans, and their reduced typologi-
cal variety, corroborated with the absence of truly 
valuable items (metal vessels, precious metal adorn-
ments), are indications of the way these goods 
reached the Sarmatian milieu from Wallachia. The 
hypothesis of trade is the most appropriate expla-
nation for the way the roman products reached 
Sarmatian communities from Wallachia, as there 
are no arguments, at this point, to support other 
possible explanations such as robbery, stipends or 
diplomatic gifts. Trade activities belong preponder-
antly to the so-called ‘cross-border trade’ (Hrnčiarik/
Kuzmová 2016, 150), usually in the area of roman 
fortifications, through which usual vessels and 
other small products were circulated (Gabler 1976, 
87, 88; Hrnčiarik/Kuzmová 2016, 150 – 152; Krekovič 
1987, 278; Vaday 2005, 19), less to long-distance trade 
(Hrnčiarik/Kuzmová 2016, 152, 153), due to their low 
value. The fact that the Sarmatians settled in Wal-
lachia not as enemies, but as allies of the romans 

Table 4. Sarmatian burials with roman products (third stage).

No. Grave Pottery Beads

1. Spiru Haret G. 1 – x

2. Tichilești G. 2 – x

3. Tichilești G. 4 – x

4. Viespești x –
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and under their supervision (asserted by Bogdan-
Cătăniciu 1983, 83; 1997, 139, 140, and argued by Oța 
1999, 887; 2007, 51 – 53; 2016, 131 – 135; Oța/Sîrbu 2013, 
291), is likely to offer additional explanations. Most 
likely, these are numerically reduced communi-
ties, whose settlement in Wallachia took place in 
connection with the stages of the establishment 
of the Danubian limes, especially in areas where 
they could be easily supervised by roman gar-
risons, and who arrived in this area not so much 
as military allies, but rather for reasons related to 
supplying the roman military units (Oța 2016, 135, 
138; Oța/Sîrbu 2019a, 149 – 157). The status of Wal-
lachia within the chronological interval between 
the end of the 1st c. aD and the end of the 3rd c. aD 
helps in understanding the numerical situation 
of the Sarmatian burials in the analyzed region, 
more precisely the ratio between the relatively few 
discoveries of burials that can be dated to the first 
stage of Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia and the 
tripling of the number of these burials during the 
second stage. The end of the 2nd c. aD and the first 
half of the following century represent a period of 
strengthening of the roman control over Wallachia 
(Oța 2016, 145; Oța/Sîrbu 2019a, 156, 157, with pre-
vious literature, nuanced approach Oța 2020, 423, 
424, 427, 428), which most likely resulted in the set-
tlement of a higher number of Sarmatian communi-
ties in Wallachia, although it must be underlined 
that this phenomenon is not accompanied by an 
increase in the intensity of the exchange relations 
with the romans, at least judging from the point 
of view of the funerary discoveries. The abrupt 
decrease in the number of roman products dis-
covered in the Sarmatian graves dated to the late 
3rd c. aD is, in turn, a consequence of the fact that, 
by the middle of the century, the romans seem to 
lose control over Wallachia, whose archeological 
landscape reports several changes (Oța 2016, 145, 
146; 2020, 421, 422, 424, 428 – 431; Oța/Sîrbu 2013, 293; 
2019a, 157). The reason why the exchange relations 
between the Sarmatians and the romans remain 
low despite the geographical proximity and the 
control that the romans exercise over Wallachia 
is a question whose answer cannot be deciphered 
at this moment. The limited nature of the data we 
have mainly on the funerary discoveries, added 
by some accidental discoveries, may be one of 
the explanations – it is not excluded that only the 
number of the roman items deposited inside the 
graves is low, and not the number of the products 
from the empire used in daily life. another expla-
nation could be related to the pastoral nomadic 
(Honeychurch/Makarewicz 2016, 343 – 348; Kradin 
2015, 42 – 56; Wendrich/Barnard 2008, 7) way of life 
that the ancient authors associate, almost without 

exception, with the populations of the eurasian 
steppes, which favour tableware made of other 
materials (wood, maybe even leather – Kradin 2015, 
53) over the breakable (Krekovič 2000, 262) ceramic 
vessels and in which wealth is expressed not so 
much by the accumulation of material goods, but 
by the number of the animals in possession (Hauser 
2006, 12; Istvánovits/Kulcsár 2013, 195; Khazanov 
1981, 145, 149; Kradin 2015, 43 – 45).

The role oF The roMan iTeMS  
in The SarMaTian graveS  

FroM Wallachia

The conclusion that emerged from the discussion 
about the characteristics of the Sarmatian buri-
als with roman grave goods is that the analyzed 
graves do not have particular features regarding 
the layout of the grave, the funerary ritual or the 
treatment of the inventory deposited compared to 
the rest of the graves in which no items produced 
on the roman territory were found. The burials 
with roman items as grave goods do not seem to 
occupy a special territorial place within the group 
of graves to which they belong and their layout 
and funerary inventory is similar with that of the 
rest of the burials from the same group. From this 
perspective, it should be emphasized that even the 
features that, at first glance, seem exceptional (other 
positions of the deceased than extended supine 
position, for example) do not represent the only 
deviations within the group, being also registered 
for graves without roman objects. The presence 
or absence of roman items seems to be the only 
difference regarding the funerary inventory, since 
neither the number nor the type of grave goods 
is different. roman objects were found in graves 
both of adults and children, which might mean that 
there is no special connection between depositing 
roman products as grave goods and biological or 
social age. The fact that in a certain group roman 
items are deposited only in adults graves (as in 
Târgșor) does not necessarily imply that children 
do not have access to roman products (at least from 
the funerary point of view), but is rather related 
to the age ratio (15 out of the 18 published graves 
from Târgșor belong to adults and only three to 
children). in the case of a balanced age ratio, as in 
râmnicelu (eight children graves and seven adults 
graves), three out of the four graves with roman 
grave goods belong to children. however, a possible 
tendency to connect the age with a certain category 
of roman products (children and beads, as in the 
previous example of râmnicelu) is contradicted by 
other children graves where the roman items were 
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represented by pottery (Bucu g. 7 or Jilava g. 2), 
or pottery associated with beads (grădiștea g. 19, 
ulmeni g. 4). unfortunately, we cannot know, at 
least for now, if there was a social difference, in the 
case of children graves, between the burials with 
roman grave goods and those without such items 
(the inventory of g. 19 from grădiștea consists 
only of roman objects, but g. 12 from the group, 
also belonging to a child, does not have any grave 
goods, for example).

The few cases that will be discussed hereinafter 
are no exception to the rule, but the analysis of the 
archaeological context of Wallachia in that period 
and the association of certain funerary features 
indicate a much more nuanced picture regarding 
the status of some of the individuals buried in the 
funerary structures with roman items. We have 
analyzed on other occasion (Oța/Sîrbu 2019b, in press) 
the Sarmatian graves from Wallachia that can be 
connected with the elites or the members with privi-
leged status of these communities. There are two 
graves from the first stage of Sarmatian settlement 
in Wallachia, those from vitănești and Mohreanu, 
both containing items of roman origin, that betray 
two different ways of displaying the elite status. in 
the case of g. 2 from vitănești (Fig. 11), the status 
is emphasized by raising a tumulus, by burying 
the woman with garments adorned with golden 
appliqués (Fig. 11: 9 – 13), by an unusual accumula-
tion – not necessarily valuable but purely numeri-
cal – of grave goods, among which harness items 
(Fig. 11: 4, 6; Oța/Sîrbu/Matei 2013, 336, 337). The 
roman amphora does not have in this case a special 
significance by itself (it could be only a package for 
wine, for example – Vaday 2005, 10, 14 – if it would 
be entirely deposited14), but rather as part of a fu-
nerary inventory that includes vessels belonging 
to three different traditions: handmade Sarmatian 
perforated vessels (Fig. 11: 2, 3), wheel-made Dacian 
mug (Fig. 11: 1) and roman amphora. a completely 
different way of emphasizing the status is revealed 
by the grave from Mohreanu, by the burial in an 
older tumulus (therefore the choice of an elevated 
form of land, but sparing the effort required to raise 
a mound) and by a funerary inventory consisting of 
items possibly of north-Pontic origin (bronze link 
decorated with knobs – Fig. 6: 1) and roman objects 
(beads and reused casket clasp – Fig. 6: 2). even if the 
value of the roman items is not a special one, never-
theless, the reuse and especially the uniqueness, so 
far, of the bronze casket clasp pleads in favour of 
a special significance given to this grave good. in 
the general context of the archaeological discoveries 

from the northern lower Danube, the fact that, at 
least so far, they are unique or very rare findings, 
may be an argument in favour of framing the bronze 
casserole (Fig. 3: 5) and the (content of) the glass ves-
sel (Fig. 6: 6) from ulmeni in the so-called ‘luxury 
goods’ (Khazanov 2019, 88; Pitts 1989, 55; Rogers 2007, 
253) category, although such discoveries are more 
common in other areas (Kraskovská 1981, 377 – 392; 
Krekovič 1987, 276; Popa 2015, 158 – 161; Simonenko 
2011, 70 – 87; 2013, 98 – 127, especially 108 – 115; Si-
monenko/Marčenko/Limberis 2008, 21 – 28). The fact 
that in g. 14 from râmnicelu was discovered one 
of the few gold adornments (Fig. 6: 4) from the 
inventory of the Sarmatian graves from Wallachia 
and Moldavia puts a different light on the deposit 
in the same grave of a roman bowl, testimony of 
a possible privileged access to the roman items (Oța/
Sîrbu 2016a, 277). This observation is supported by 
the fact that roman ceramic vessels were deposited 
in four of the five graves with weapons from the 
burials with roman grave goods from Wallachia 
(the exception is represented by g. 7 from largu, 
where the dagger was associated with a Dacian 
wheel-made mug), either alone (lișcoteanca-Moș 
Filon g. 1, lișcoteanca-Movila olarului g. 7, Bucu 
g. 10), or in association with Dacian wheel-made 
mugs (Brăila-hipodrom g. 2). except for g. 2 from 
Brăila-hipodrom and g. 10 from Bucu, the rest of 
the mentioned graves are dated to the first stage of 
Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia, which is cha-
racterized, among others, by the arrangement of 
elite graves or graves that belonged to individuals 
with privileged status in relation to the rest of the 
members of the community (Oța 2016, 137). in the 
second stage of Sarmatian settlement in Wallachia 
(the late 2nd c. aD and the first half of the following 
century), the way of displaying the status changes 
in the case of the Sarmatian graves not only from 
Wallachia, but also from the north-Pontic area in 
general (Mordvintseva 2016, 396 – 403) and in other 
areas, too (Jílek 2007, 179). among the testimonies 
that can be invoked in support of the hypothesis of 
choosing a different way of emphasizing the status, 
it is possible to include the brooches from the burials 
from căscioarele (Fig. 9: 8) and călărași g. 7 (Fig. 
9: 6). although of uncertain roman origin, both 
items have a broken needle. unless it is an accident, 
the presence of two brooches that could no longer 
be used according to their original purpose in the 
inventory of two graves belonging to women, both 
graves with numerous and varied inventory, can be 
a testimony of a privileged status, a possible imita-
tion of a fashion trend outspread at the northern 

14 unfortunately, this grave was robbed, so, it is impossible to know if the fragmentary state of the amphora is the result of 
robbery or of an intentional breakage of the vessel during the funerals.
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periphery of the Sarmatian Barbaricum from the 
carpathian Basin, characterized by the reuse of 
roman military costume accessories (it is worth 
mentioning here that the alesia-type brooches 
are also worn by the military – Cociș 2004, 77) in 
the female attire (Istvánovits/Kulcsár 2003, 236 – 238; 
Vaday 2005, 13).

although, in some cases, the items from the 
roman empire can be counted among the status 
symbols used in the funerary ritual, it is neverthe-
less notable that they do not play this role in them-
selves, but in association with other features of the 
layout of the graves or the inventory.15 however, in 
most of the graves, the items from another cultural 
area, in the present case the roman empire, do 
not seem to have been given a special symbolic 
value. This assumption is argued by the presence, 
in the same group, of graves where weapons were 
associa ted or not with roman objects (lișcoteanca-
Moș Filon, largu), or of graves only with weapons, 
without roman grave goods (lișcoteanca-Movila 
olarului, grădiștea). another argument is pro-
vided by g. 11 from Bucu, where the child was 
buried with a silver item (possibly bracelet – Sîrbu 
et al. 2014, 22, 23, no. 2), one of the few items of this 
material found in Sarmatian graves from Wallachia 
or Moldavia (Oța 2018, 60), which might prove that 
depositing roman products among other grave 
goods was not the only way of emphasizing the 
status. unlike other areas, in the particular case of 
the Sarmatians from Wallachia, the roman influ-
ence had rather the role of inhibiting the display 
of the elite status during the funerals. The graves 
that can be attributed to elite individuals display 
this status especially in the traditional way of 
the north-Pontic area – paradoxically, a way also 
preserved in the case of the elite Sarmatian graves 
from the roman province of Moesia inferior (Oța 
2016, 139, 141, 142; Oța/Sîrbu 2019b, in press) – by the 
erection of tumuli and the burial with adornments 
or gold ornaments of the garment (‘the treasure 
from Buzău’ – Fig. 10, vitănești g. 2 – Fig. 11), 
the funerary structure from Mohreanu being an 
exception from all points of view (the choice of 
an already raised tumulus, the relative modest 
inventory). The phenomenon is a natural one, if 
we interpret it in terms of the control exercised by 
the roman empire over Wallachia, which did not 
favour the emergence of strong leaders.

concluSion

Despite the reservations induced by the absence 
of a comparison with the situation in the settlements, 
the observations occasioned by the analysis of the 
roman items discovered in the Sarmatian graves 
from Wallachia can contribute not only to complete, 
but also to detail or even nuance the image of some 
communities brought in the immediate vicinity of 
the roman empire by their settlement in a geographi-
cal space far from their area of origin. even though 
these communities have retained some features 
characteristic of the populations that the ancient 
written sources identified as ‘Sarmatians’ (and here 
i am referring mainly to the pastoral nomadic way of 
life and to some features of the funerary ritual, such 
as the inhumation or the deposit inside the graves of 
typical items – Oța/Sîrbu 2016b, 205, 206, 221, 222), the 
proximity to the Danubian limes transformed them 
visibly, compared to the rest of the Sarmatians which 
remained in their areas of origin.

Catalogue of the graves, stray finds  
and discoveries with unknown context 16

1. Brăila (Brăila county) – hipodrom; g. 2 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 
15, 16 no. i a 2, 94, 95 nos. i a 3, 4, 117, 191, 192, with pre-
vious bibliography); g. 3 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 13 – 15 no. i a 1, 
95 no. i a 5, 117, 118, 191, 192, with previous bibliography).

2. Brăila (Brăila county) – liceul de chimie (today grup 
școlar industrial ‘c. D. nenițescu’); g. (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 
16 – 20 nos. i B 3 – 5, 118, 191, with previous bibliography).

3. Bucu (comm. of Bucu, ialomița county) – Pochină; g. 7 
(Sîrbu et al. 2014, 19, 20, 123, with previous bibliography); 
g. 8 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 20, 21, 123, with previous biblio-
graphy; Skóra/Niezabitowska-Wiśniewska 2018, 162 no. 4); 
g. 10 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 21, 22, 123, with previous biblio-
graphy); g. 14 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 24, 123, with previous 
bibliography).

4. Buzău (Buzău county) – sud; g. 2 (Drâmbocianu 1981, 
51, 52); destroyed grave (Drâmbocianu 1981, 54).

5. călărași (călărași county); g. 2 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 25 nos. 
4 – 6 B, 125, with previous bibliography).

6. călărași (călărași county) – Flacăra str. and Pompierilor 
str. intersection; g. 7 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 27 – 30 nos. 4 – 6 F, 
124, 125).

7. căscioarele (comm. of căscioarele, călărași county) – 
Suharna; g. (Oța 2015b, 121 – 134; Sîrbu et al. 2014, 31 – 34, 
131, with previous bibliography).

8. chirnogi (comm. of chirnogi, călărași county); g. (Sîrbu 
et al. 2014, 37, 124, with previous bibliography).

15 “The individual objects that are crucial to a given interpretation differ greatly depending on the date and circumstance of the find.” remarks 
T. Grane (2007, 83).

16 The catalogue represents only an auxiliary working tool, the aim of this paper being to analyze the characteristics of the graves 
with roman items from Wallachia. This is the reason why i did not mention in all cases the complete list of bibliographical 
references regarding the discoveries, but i chose to cite, when possible, only the synthesis mentioning all the previous 
bibliography, sometimes added by new references. if such a synthesis was not available, i cited all the bibliographical 
references.
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9. chiscani (comm. of chiscani, Brăila county) – sat; g. 
(Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 24 – 27 nos. ii a 8, 9, 96 – 98 nos. 9 – 11, 
119, 191, with previous bibliography).

10. ciulnița (comm. of ciulnița, ialomița county); T. iii, 
g. 1 B (Barnea 1995, 282 no. 5; CCA campania 1994, 23; 
Rența 2016, 94); g. 4 (Barnea 1995, 282 no. 5; CCA campania 
1994, 23; Rența 2016, 95, 96).

11. Dorobanțu (comm. of Dorobanțu, călărași county); g. 1 
(Sîrbu et al. 2014, 42, 43, 128, with previous bibliography).

12. Dridu (comm. of Dridu, ialomița county) – tell (known 
also as coșereni-Măgura de la comana); g. 2 (Lazăr/
Ștefan/Vasile 2013, 68; Oța/Georgescu/Baltă 2015, 143 – 149; 
Sîrbu et al. 2014, 45 – 48 nos. 17, 18 B, 131, with previous 
bibliography; Ștefan/Dumitrașcu/Mărgărit 2012, 71, 72).

13. gălățui (comm. of alexandru odobescu, călărași co-
unty) – Movila Berzei; g. 3 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 49, 50, 125, 
with previous bibliography); g. 4 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 50, 
51, 125, with previous bibliography).

14. grădiștea (comm. of grădiștea, Brăila county) – Mor-
mântul elizei; g. 11 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 35 – 39 nos. v a 19, 
20, 103, 104 nos. 23, 24, 121, 122, 192 – 195, with previous 
bibliography); g. 19 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 31 – 35 nos. v a 
16 – 18, 123, 192 – 195, with previous bibliography).

15. gura ialomiței (comm. of gura ialomiței, ialomița 
county); g. (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 51, 52, 131, with previous 
bibliography).

16. Jilava (comm. of Jilava, ilfov county) – Măgura Jilavei; 
g. 2 (Rosetti 1934, 209).

17. largu (comm. of largu, Buzău county) – cornul Ma-
lului; g. 1 (Bichir 1972, 156; 1977, 184; Dragomir 1959, 476, 
477, 479; Dragomir/Croitoru 2011, 40, 41); g. 2 (Dragomir 
1959, 476, 477; Dragomir/Croitoru 2011, 41); g. 5 (Dragomir 
1959, 476 – 478; Dragomir/Croitoru 2011, 42); g. 6 (Bichir 
1971, 277, 278; 1972, 141, 155; 1977, 173, 183, 184; 1985, 1169, 
1170; Dragomir 1959, 476, 477, 480, 481; Dragomir/Croitoru 
2011, 42, 43); g. 7 (Bichir 1972, 145; 1977, 183; 1985, 1170; 
Dragomir 1959, 476 – 481; Dragomir/Croitoru 2011, 43, 44); 
g. 8 (Dragomir 1959, 476 – 478, 481; Dragomir/Croitoru 2011, 
44, 45); g. 10 (Bichir 1972, 156; 1977, 184; Dragomir 1957, 300, 
304; Dragomir/Croitoru 2011, 32; Nowakowski 1988, 114).

18. lișcoteanca (comm. of Bordei verde, Brăila county) – 
Moș Filon; g. 1 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 39 – 41 no. vi a 21, 109 
no. vii a 36, 124, 187 – 189, with previous bibliography); 
g. 3 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 41 – 44 nos. vi a 22, 23, 125, 187 – 189, 
with previous bibliography); g. 6 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 44, 45 
no. vi a 24, 109 no. vii a 38, 125, 187 – 189, with previous 
bibliography).

19. lișcoteanca (comm. of Bordei verde, Brăila county) – 
Movila olarului; g. 7 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 45 – 47 no. vi B 
25, 111 no. vii c 43, 127, 185 – 187, with previous biblio-
graphy); g. 13 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 47, 48 no. vi B 26, 128, 
185 – 187, with previous bibliography).

20. luciu (comm. of luciu, Buzău county) – Popina pe 
Balta Mică; g. (Bichir 1977, 168, 172, 177, 184, 186; 1985, 
1166; Drâmbocianu 1974, 303 – 307; Popa 2009, 82; 2015, 
171; Skóra/Niezabitowska-Wiśniewska 2018, 164 no. 17).

21. Măriuța (comm. of Belciugatele, călărași county) – la 
Movilă; g. 2/2009 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 55 – 57, 129, with 
previous bibliography).

22. Mohreanu (comm. of ulmu, Brăila county); g. (Oța/Sîr-
bu 2009, 48 – 52 nos. vii a 28 – 30, 129, 187, with previous 
bibliography).

23. oltenița (călărași county) – Puțul de cărămidă; G. 1 
(Sîrbu et al. 2014, 62, 63 nos. 28 – 34 e, 131, with previous 
bibliography).

24. oltenița (călărași county) – renie; g. 1 (Sîrbu et al. 
2014, 63, 64 nos. 28 – 34 F, 121, 122, with previous bib-
liography); g. 7 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 66, 67, 121, 122, with 
previous bibliography); g. 9 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 68, 121, 
122); unknown context (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 68, nos. 1, 2, 
with previous bibliography).

25. Păuleasca (comm. of Frumoasa, Teleorman county); 
g. 57 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 70 – 72, 126, with previous bib-
liography).

26. râmnicelu (comm. of râmnicelu, Brăila county) – Po-
pină; g. 3 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 56 – 59 nos. viii a 34, 35, 130, 
185 – 187, with previous bibliography); g. 5 (Oța/Sîrbu 
2009, 59 – 61 no. viii a 36, 130, 185 – 187, with previous 
bibliography); g. 9 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 61 no. viii a 37, 131, 
185 – 187, with previous bibliography); g. 14 (Oța/Sîrbu 
2009, 52 – 56 nos. viii a 31 – 33, 131, 132, 185 – 187, with 
previous bibliography).

27. Smeeni (comm. of Smeeni, Buzău county) – Movila 
Mare; g. 2 (Frînculeasa et al. 2017, 54; Simache/Teodorescu 
1962, 279).

28. Smeieni (comm. of Smeeni, Buzău county) – sat; g. (Bichir 
1977, 171 note 30, 188; 1996, 299, 300; Harhoiu 1993, 46).

29. Spiru haret (comm. of Berteștii de Jos, Brăila coun-
ty) – cornu Malului; g. 1 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 63 – 66 nos. 
iX a 39, 40, 115, 116 no. X a 53, 133, 196, with previous 
bibliography).

30. Sudiți (comm. of gherăseni, Buzău county) – Movila 
de la Bălaia; g. (Constantinescu 1978, 24; Frînculeasa 2010, 
25 note 13, 29).

31. Târgșoru vechi (comm. of Târgșoru vechi, Prahova 
county); g. 184 (Bichir 1972, 156, 161; 1977, 184, 186; 1985, 
1171; Diaconu 1965, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28; Mirițoiu 2003, 205 
no. 70); g. 198 (Bichir 1972, 161; 1977, 184, 186; Diaconu 
1965, 21 – 26, 28); g. 200 (Bichir 1971, 277; 1972, 141, 161; 
1977, 172, 186; 1985, 1168; Diaconu 1965, 19, 21, 24; Mi-
rițoiu 2003, 205 no. 70); g. 206 (Diaconu 1965, 21); g. 228 
(Diaconu 1965, 21); g. 253 (Diaconu 1965, 22, 28); g. 267 
(Diaconu 1965, 22); unpublished graves (Niculescu 2003, 
193 – 195).

32. Tichilești (comm. of Tichilești, Brăila county); g. 2 (Oța/
Sîrbu 2009, 70 – 72 no. X a 44, 116 no. Xi a 54, 134, 196, 
with previous bibliography); g. 4 (Oța/Sîrbu 2009, 67 – 70 
nos. X a 42, 43, 134, 196, with previous bibliography).

33. ulmeni (comm. of ulmeni, călărași county); g. 1 (Sîrbu 
et al. 2014, 76, 77, 127 – 128, with previous bibliography); 
g. 2 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 77, 78, 127, 128, with previous 
bibliography); g. 3 (Nowakowski 1988, 114; Sîrbu et al. 
2014, 78 – 81, 127, 128, with previous bibliography); 
g. 4 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 81, 82, 127, 128, with previous 
bibliography); g. 5 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 82, 127, 128, with 
previous bibliography); accidental discoveries (Sîrbu et 
al. 2014, 82, 83, nos. 1 – 3, with previous bibliography); 
unknown context (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 83, 84, no. 3, with 
previous bibliography).

34. ulmu (comm. of ulmu, călărași county); g. 1 (Sîrbu et al. 
2014, 84, nos. 42, 43 a, 131, with previous bibliography).

35. unirea (comm. of unirea, călărași county); g. (Sîrbu et 
al. 2014, 84, 85, 132, with previous bibliography).

36. viespești (comm. of Sprâncenata, olt county); g. (Bichir 
1996, 310; Butoi/Mincă 1979, 273; Oța/Sîrbu/Grosu 2012, 81).

37. vitănești (comm. of vitănești, Teleorman county); 
T. ii, g. 2 (Sîrbu et al. 2014, 85 – 89, 131, with previous 
bibliography).

38. vlad țepeș (comm. of vlad țepeș, călărași county); g. 2 
(Sîrbu et al. 2014, 89, 90, with previous bibliography).
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Sarmatské hroby s rímskymi importmi z Valašska

l i a n a  o ț a

Súhrn

Príchod sarmatských spoločenstiev do valašska 
(oblasti medzi Dunajom a karpatmi, ohraničenej na 
západe riekou olt) a Moldavska (názov, ktorý v tejto 
štúdii označuje územie medzi riekou Prut a karpatmi) je 
archeologicky potvrdený od konca 1. stor. n. l. Sarmatské 
nálezy v spomínaných regiónoch pozostávajú takmer 
výlučne z hrobov. Je len málo výnimiek, ktoré reprezen-
tujú náhodné nálezy alebo nálezy zo systematických 
výskumov, ktoré však mali iné ciele. Z celkového počtu 
okolo 270 sarmatských hrobov vo valašsku boli rímske 
importy objavené v 71 z nich. cieľom tejto diskusie nie 
je ani tak typologická analýza rímskych predmetov, ako 

skôr charakteristika rituálneho a hrobového inventára 
hrobov, v ktorých boli takéto predmety uložené.

pohrebný rítus a rituál  
sarmatských hrobov z Valašska,  

ktoré obsahovali rímske hrobové predmety

rímske predmety sa našli v 14 izolovaných hroboch 
a v 55 hroboch 22 hrobových skupín. väčšina hrobov 
s rímskymi predmetmi je plochá (43), 14 hrobov je uspo-
riadaných v telloch a sedem hrobov bolo objavených 
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v pieskových dunách. Počet mohylových hrobov je níz-
ky – len šesť. Zvyčajne bol do hrobu uložený len jeden 
mŕtvy jedinec. v jednom hrobe boli výnimočne uložení 
dvaja zosnulí – muž a žena. Prevláda orientácia hrobov 
v smere S – J. väčšina mŕtvych bola uložená na chrbte, 
s vystretými rukami a nohami. rímske predmety boli 
uložené skôr v hroboch dospelých jedincov (32 prípadov) 
než detí (13 prípadov).

rímska hrobová výbava

Typológia rímskych predmetov nájdených v hroboch 
a náhodných nálezov pripisovaných Sarmatom vo valaš-
sku nie je veľmi rôznorodá: keramické nádoby (29 nádob 
nájdených v 22 hroboch), bronzová rajnica, sklenené 
nádoby (dve), koráliky (ako ozdoby v 33 hroboch alebo 
zdobiace odev v 11 hroboch), ozdobné predmety (bronzová 
náušnica, zlatý prívesok a päť bronzových zvoncov), spony 
(tri s istým rímskym pôvodom), vejáre (dva) a opakovane 
použitý uzáver na truhlicu. Zvyčajne bol v sarmatských 
hroboch z valašska nájdený len jeden rímsky predmet.

hrobová výbava

najbežnejší inventár uložený v 71 hroboch z valašska, 
v ktorých sa našli rímske predmety, predstavujú kera-
mické nádoby nájdené zo 43 hrobov. Ďalšie kategórie 
hrobovej výbavy zoradené zostupne podľa početnosti sú: 
ozdoby (40 hrobov), odevné doplnky (21 hrobov), toaletné 
potreby, najmä zrkadlá (16 hrobov), nástroje z domácnosti 
(11 hrobov), zbrane (5 hrobov), doplnené výnimočne 
o lastúry, kriedu, uhlíky, kĺbovú kosť a sklenenú nádobu.

Datovanie rímskych výrobkov

na základe datovania rímskych predmetov chro-
nológia sarmatských hrobov ukázala, že hroby možno 
datovať do troch fáz, ktoré reprezentujú mnohé momenty 
usídľovania týchto spoločenstiev vo valašsku:
1. druhá polovica 1. stor. n. l. a prvá polovica 2. stor. n. l. 

(neskorá fáza B2a a skorá fáza B2b);
2. druhá polovica 2. stor. n. l. a prvá polovica 3. stor. n. l. 

(c1 a začiatok fázy c2);
3. druhá polovica 3. stor. n. l. (neskorá fáza c2).

15 hrobov možno datovať do prvej fázy príchodu 
Sarmatov do valašska. väčšina hrobov s rímskymi 
predmetmi (49) je chronologicky ohraničená v druhej 
fáze sarmatského osídlenia valašska. Štyri prípady 
patria k najmladším sarmatským hrobom vo valašsku. 
vzhľadom na to, že v hroboch sa nenašli predmety rím-
skeho pôvodu, možno ich datovať buď na koniec 1. stor. 
n. l. a začiatok nasledujúceho storočia, alebo do druhej 
polovice 2. stor. až 3. stor. n. l.

Zaobstarávanie rímskych predmetov

Typológia rímskych výrobkov pozostáva len z kerami-
ky, ozdôb alebo odevných doplnkov a výnimočne zo skle-
nených alebo bronzových nádob, uzáveru na truhlicu, 
prípadne vejárov. ich obmedzená typologická variabilita, 
v kombinácii s absenciou skutočne cenných predmetov 
(kovových nádob, ozdôb zo vzácnych kovov) indikujú 
spôsob, akým sa tieto výrobky dostali do sarmatského 
prostredia vo valašsku. najpravdepodobnejším vysvet-
lením je obchod, keďže nateraz neexistujú argumenty 
podporujúce iné možné vysvetlenia, ako napríklad lúpež, 
výplata alebo diplomatické dary. obchodné aktivity 
patria prevažne k tzv. „cezhraničnému obchodu“, odo-
hrávajúcemu sa zvyčajne v oblasti rímskych pevností, 
kde boli v obehu bežné nádoby a iné malé predmety. 
Menej často sa viažu k diaľkovému obchodu, kvôli nízkej 
hodnote tovaru.

Úloha rímskych predmetov  
v sarmatských hroboch z Valašska

Z diskusie o charakteristike sarmatských hrobov 
s rímskou hrobovou výbavou vyplýva, že analyzované 
hroby nemajú konkrétne znaky týkajúce sa usporia-
dania hrobu, pohrebného rituálu alebo úpravy uložia 
inventára v porovnaní so zvyškom hrobov, v ktorých 
sa nenašli žiadne predmety vyrobené na území ríma. 
hoci v niektorých prípadoch možno predmety z rím-
skej ríše zaradiť medzi symboly postavenia použité pri 
pohrebnom rituáli, je pozoruhodné, že zohrávajú úlohu 
len v spojení s inými znakmi usporiadania hrobu alebo 
jeho inventára, nie samostatne. vo väčšine hrobov sa 
predmetom z iných kultúrnych oblastí, v tomto prípa-
de z rímskej ríše, nepripisovala zvláštna symbolická 
hodnota. na rozdiel od iných oblastí mal rímsky vplyv 
v prípade Sarmatov z valašska za úlohu skôr potlačiť 
prejavy elitného postavenia počas pohrebu.

Záver

napriek výhradám spôsobeným chýbajúcim po-
rovnaním so situáciou na sídliskách, pozorovania vy-
plývajúce z analýzy rímskych predmetov objavených 
v sarmatských hroboch z valašska môžu prispieť nielen 
k ucelenému, ale priam detailnému obrazu o niektorých 
spoločenstvách, ktoré sa dostali do priameho susedstva 
s rímskou ríšou tým, že osídlili geografický priestor ďa-
leko od oblastí svojho pôvodu. hoci si tieto spoločenstvá 
zachovali niektoré vlastnosti typické pre populácie, ktoré 
písomné zdroje označujú ako „Sarmatov“ (pastiersky 
nomádsky spôsob života, niektoré znaky pohrebného 
rituálu), blízkosť k dunajskej hranici ich viditeľne zme-
nila, v porovnaní so zvyškom Sarmatov, ktorí zostali 
v oblasti svojho pôvodu.
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